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ABSTRACT
KATHRYN VIRGINIA CANNADA; Etruscan Fiesole
(Under the direction of Dr. Aileen Ajootian)

This paper is an examination of the Etruscan people and their inhabitation of the
town of Fiesole, outside of Florence, Italy. After living in Florence, Italy during 2004
and 2005,1 became interested in the beginnings ofthe area. Learning that Fiesole was
conversations
populated earlier than Florence, I began researching about Fiesole. From
with local archaeologists and from examining the visible, ancient remnants of Fiesole in
the Archaeology Museum of Fiesole and in the town itself, my interest and knowledge
about this interesting area grew. When 1 began to read about Fiesole, 1 discovered that
little material has been written in English concerning the history of Fiesole. This
realization prompted my writing on this paper.
This paper begins with an exploration of the Villanovan civilization and then of
the Etruscan civilization. The Villanovans were predecessors to the Etruscans, who
occupied the central area of Italy, known as

Tuscany, before the Romans did. An

understanding ofthe people who lived in early Fiesole is essential to a thorough
comprehension of its beginnings. The latter portion of the paper concerns the specific
city of Fiesole. Its unique history, monuments, and artifacts are discussed.
After this research, I concluded that the history of Fiesole is visible all throughout
the city. Its ruins of old show the overlap of cultures and the growth of the city. From

III

Villanovan,to Etruscan, and then to Roman,each people adapted and added on to the
preceding layout of the city.
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CHAPTER I: VILLANOVAN CIVILIZATION
Background
The Villanovan civilization is known as being the precursor to the Etruscan
Civilization because it is the Villanovan villages that developed into many of the
Etruscan settlements. All great Etruscan cities, such as Veii, Tarquinia, and Vulci, have a
Villanovan background.’ The Villanovan Civilization lasted from around 900 B.C. till
720 B.C.^ The name is derived from the site of Villanova di Castenaso, east of Bologna,
where the civilization was first identified through excavations oftombs by Count
Gozzadini in 1853.^ The Villanovan territory stretched diagonally across Italy, from the
Po Valley to the central Tyrrhenian Sea down to the Tiber River(see Fig. 1 1).
The Villanovans, however, were not the first people to settle this area of Italy.
During the Late Bronze Age,from the mid-twelfth to tenth centuries B.C., the protoVillanovan culture dominated the area. The proto-Villanovans were mainly a
constitution of local cultures. Proto-Villanovan villages usually occupied an area of less
than five hectares and were located in a variety of locations, such as highlands, seacoasts,
riverbanks, plains and lake shores.'’ Most commonly,they settled on tufa plateaus that
provided a natural form of defense and stood at the junction of two watercourses.

Strong 1968, p. 18.
^ Randall-Maciver 1927, p. 134.
^ Randall-Maciver 1927, p.134.
^ Bonamici 1996. p. 73.
^ Bonamici 1996, p. 73.
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Figure 1-1. Villanovan, Greek and Etruscan Sites
Source; Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization. Los Angeles, p. 3.
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The proto-Villanovan economy, which was centered on stock raising, led to
seasonal settlements. Archaeological findings, iron scythes, saws, hatchets, and chisels,
indicate that steady activities then began, such as cultivation of the land and sedentary
animal raising. Discoveries of plant remains suggest that they farmed an assortment of
cereals and legumes, while finds of animal remains indicate the presence of pigs and
goats.^ Along with the increase in agriculture, there was an increase and improvement in
metal production, which stabilized the existence of many mines. By the eleventh century
B.C., there were organized exchanges by traveling craftsmen between the protoVillanovans and Etruria, other parts of Italy, and Greece.
Funerary customs point to a connection between the proto-Villanovans and the
Villanovans. Cremation, which replaced inhumation earliest in Etruria, became a wider
spread funerary practice during the ten and ninth centuries B.C. Few grave goods exist.
Increasingly large family funerary cells suggest that by the end of the tenth century B.C.,
the proto-Villanovans began to develop a more complex and possibly aristocratic society.
The proto-Villanovan and Villanovan cultures share not only funeral rituals, as evidenced
by cremation and the biconical ossuary urns, but also the typology and processing of
metal objects in burials.' This evidence implies that the Villanovans arose from the
proto-Villanovans.

^ Bonamici 1996, p. 73.
’’ Bartolini 1989, p. 56.
® Bartolini 1989, pp. 56-7.

3

Senlemenfs
Because Villanovans built homes out of wood, clay, and other perishable
materials, entire structures of their dwellings are not found. Traces of ninth and eighth
century B.C. huts have been excavated, for example at Tarquinia, Veii, Campassini, and
Acquarossa.^ These liuts are oval or rectangular with thatched roofs and are randomly
arranged. The surviving evidence of Villanovan huts consists of an outlined perimeter of
low stone walls and drainage channels. The stone wall remains were used to prop up
wooden posts, which supported the thatched roof of a hut (see Fig. 1 -2). The drainage
channels directed water off the thatched roofs and into pits or jars. Large storage jars
10

have also been found near and inside the stone walls.

Figure 1-2. Model of an Iron Age hut under construction. Eighth century B.C. Rome.
Museo Palatino 425531. Model by A. Davico.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 5.

Bartolini 1989. p. 57.
' Barlolini 1989. p. 57.
4

In addition to this physical evidence, some funerary urns, striving to be a home
for the deceased, imitate real dwellings (see Fig. 1-3). These urns are found in several
11

places, including Veii. Tarquinia. Vulci, Bisenzio. and Vetulonia.

They are buried in

deep pits and are protected by stone slabs, piles, and containers. Such funerary urns
reveal much about the decoration of Villanovan huts, depicting Geometric painting and
square or rectangular windows and doors.'" Furthermore the lack of organization in the
arrangements of huts in a Villanovan settlement and the random distances between them
suggest that the suiTounding areas were for personal animals or small cultivations.

iS<

m

f-

*

m

Figure 1-3. Hut urn. From Tarquinia. Eighth century B.C.
Source: Richardson, E. 1964. The Etruscans: Their Art and Civilization,
A-I.
11

Bartolini 1989. p. 57
■ Bartolini 1989. p. 57.
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Daily Life
Villanovan human representations are scarce and mostly stick-figures, so clues
about everyday life come from household pottery and tools as well as from remnants of
13

vegetables, animals, and humans,

Funerary urns also play an important role in

reconstructing Villanovan daily life because they contain human remains and personal
possessions. Villanovan sites are near water. Settlement locations seem to have been
selected because they were close to well-watered land. This fertile ground not only
promoted farming, but also served as a natural pasture for both grazing and hunted
animals. The Villanovan economy was largely agricultural. Skeletons from seventh
14

century B.C. Ferrone show that men and women ate more vegetables than meat.
15

Women performed the traditionally female-related household tasks.
Representations on pottery and in figurines show that women carried water for cooking
and drinking. Excavations at Campassini reveal a pond or

cistern in the middle of a

group of huts, from the second half of the eighth century B.C. Interpretation of
household pottery, based on later Etruscan materials, indicates that women also cooked
on the hearth, using vessels and ash urn made of impasto. Impasto pottery, characteristic
of the Villanovans, is made from unpurified clay, modeled by hand, and fired at low
16

temperatures,

Excavations show that household pottery and tools were made in the
17

home. Therefore, women probably fashioned their own utensils.

13

Haynes 2000, pp. 5-6.
Haynes 2000, p. 8.
15
Haynes 2000, p. 8.
16
Haynes 2000, p. 8.
17
Haynes 2000, p. 8.

14

6

Women were also

responsible for wool working. Implements pertaining to wool working, such as spindles,
18

distaffs, and loom weights are found in female funerary urns.
Villanovan 9
grave 9
goods are the main way that the distinction between genders is
19

made in regard to depositions,

The presence of certain artifacts traditionally considered

as male or female are a primary factor in determining whether the grave contained a male
or female. Examples include weapons, razors, and pottery helmets for men; spinning and
weaving equipment for women."" Throughout the eighth century B.C., richer tombs
show prestige and designated the elite. Women appear to have equal amounts of
treasures as men did, indicating that they were just as privileged."' Even though nature
and tradition assigned different tasks to men and women, Villanovan women were
thought of as equals during their lives."" Female figurines, used as decoration of
weapons, utensils and ritual objects, emerge during the second half of the eighth century
B.C. These artifacts suggest that women were thought of as equals in the Villanovan
culture.23 For example,the eighth century B.C. scabbard of a sword from Vulci portrays
a man and a woman (see Fig. 1-4). These figurines are of equal height and are balanced
in position. They are meant to be equals, protectors of both the warrior s weapon and
24

family.

18

Massa 1973, p. 14.
Ridgway 1994, p. 315.
20
Ridgway 1994, pp. 314-5.
21
Bartolini 1989, p. 66.
22
Haynes 2000, p. 29.
23
Haynes 2000, p. 20.
24
Haynes 2000, p. 20.
19
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Figure 1-4. 'italic'’sword. The top of the scabbard is decorated with a nude man and
woman in the round. From the Cavalupo necropolis, Vulci. Third quarter of eighth
century B.C. Cast bronze. Rome Museo Etrusco di Villa Giulia, Massimo collection.
64487.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 21.

Religion
Villanovan religious beliefs and practices, which likely continued throughout
ancient times in Etruria, have not been heavily documented. But recent excavations of a
natural cave near Tarquinia have been important in revealing evidence for Villanovan

8

religion.”^ From a nearby tenth century elliptical hut with an oven and a trench
containing impasto pottery fragments and animal sacrifice remains, there appears to have
26
been a sacred area there." This sacred area suggests the long-lived worship of a natural

spot. The inscription on a fragment of a seventh century bucchero cup reads Uni,
27

Uni corresponded to the Italic Juno and

associating a female divinity with this spot.
28

Greek Hera.

as
Additionally a nature goddess of some sort is likely depicted by figurines, such
the nude female framed by ducks that decorates the handle of an eighth century B.C.
bronze cup from Bisenzio (see Fig. 1-5)."’ The cup was

found in a female tomb and was

cast in openwork in the form of a nude female figure, wearing earrings. This frontal
30

From the

female figure dominates the animals and probably has religious significance,
worship of Uni and this nature goddess, it is evident that goddesses were important in
Villanovan religion.
Furthermore, evidence has been discovered in the rural area around Vulci that
31

suggests cult practices connected to a spring,

Evidence for this water cult consists

mainly of pottery fragment offerings from the Middle Bronze Age, the seventeenth
century B.C., and of pottery fragments, carved bone disks, and glass beads from the
32

Archaic Age.

This water cult and the cult linked to the cave

importance of nature in Villanovan religion.

25

Haynes 2000, p. 25-26.
Haynes 2000, p. 26.
27
Haynes 2000, p. 28,45.
28
Haynes 2000, p. 28.
29
Haynes 2000, pp. 23, 45.
30
Haynes 2000, p. 23.
31
Haynes 2000, p. 45.
32
Haynes 2000, p. 29.

26
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near Tarquinia attest to the

Figure 1 -5. Handle of a cup, likely in the form of a female divinity, flanked by birds and
quadrupeds. Sheet Bronze with cast open-worked handle. Inv. 57021. Cast bronze.
From Tomb 2, Olmo Bello necropolis, Bisenzio. Second half of eighth century B.C.
Rome, Museo Etrusco di Villa Giulia.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Eti'uscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 23.

Tombs
When Villanovans chose a site for a settlement, they intended it to be permanent.
Some of the earliest sites are still inhabited today. Continuously inhabited sites sit on top
of and often destroy evidence of past stages. Therefore, most of what is known about the
Villanovan Civilization is from tombs.” By analyzing the structure and trends of
Villanovan tombs, one can distinguish certain aspects and changes of Villanovan culture.
Villanovan cemeteries were located outside villages, usually on surrounding
hillsides and on some valley bottoms,3'' From around 850 till 750 B.C., Villanovan
graves are simple with pottery urns and modest grave goods.^^ Grave goods from the

33

Richardson 1964, p. 33.
Haynes 2000, p. 11.
35
Strong 1968, p. 19.

34

10

ninth century B.C. are few, plain, and uniform. Examples of grave goods from late ninth
century B.C. Selciatello, Sopra, and Tarquinia include impasto jugs, animal-shaped
36

vessels, and helmets, as well as bronze fibulae and a razor (see Fig. 1-6).

Likewise,
37

there is little distinction bet\\'een funerary practices within a village population.
Because tombs were relatively similar in regard to wealth, there is little evidence of
monetary or prestige division.
Cremation graves, which were small circular shafts that were covered by stone
slabs, were more common than the earlier inhumation graves. Inhumation graves were
38

trenches in which the body was laid extended on its back.

Families were typically

concentrated in an area. Usually the dead were cremated and had their ashes in pottery
urns with a flared, everted lip. The urn was covered by an inverted bowl with a handle
(see Figs. 1-7 and 1-8),"’ which was sometimes, as for a warrior, in the shape of a helmet.
Additionally, urns were often shaped like huts

in order to emulate a house for the

deceased, as discussed above.’’ Besides restoring living conditions to the dead, these
hut-shaped urns showed both the link between a
the dead.41

36

Haynes 2000, p. 11-2.
Haynes 2000, p. 11.
38
Richardson 1964, pp. 33-4.
39
Haynes 2000, p. 11.
40
Richardson 1964, p. 34.
41
Haynes 2000, p. 11.
37

11

house and a family and the social rank of

(a)

(b)

u
●V

A-:?
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Figure 1-6. Villanovan Grave Goods.
(a) Male grave goods. From Tomb I, Impiccato, Tarquinia. Late ninth

early eighth

century B.C. Cast and hammered bronze and impasto. Florence, Museo Archeologico.
(b) Female grave goods. Bronze chains, bow fibulae, hollow pendants, biconical beads,
three circular glass beads. From Tomb 82, Impiccato, Tarquinia. Eighth century B.C.
Florence. Museo Archeologico.

12

Figure 1-7. Impasto two-handled biconical ossuary with bow'l lid from Badia dei
Camaldolesi (Volterra), last quarter of the eighth century B.C. Volterra, Museo
Guamacci cat. 13.1.
Source: Bartolini,G. 1989. “The Origin and Diffusion of Villanovan Culture," in The
Etruscans, Ed. M. Torelli, New York, p. 71.

13

rv

Figure 1-8. Cross-section of Villanovan cremation burials at Caere
Source: Strong, D. 1968. The Early Eti’uscans^

Gradually, from around 750 to 675 B.C., the uniform aspect of early Villanovan
burials changed. Cremation continued, but a new practice of individual inhumation
appeared.^^ These inhumations, which occurred earliest in Veii and Cerveteri, involved
bodies in stone sarcophagi inside trench tombs and an increase in grave goods.
m
Individual burials within collective funerary monuments for close relatives, such as i
43

Populonia, illustrate a family’s desire to distinguish themselves,

The beginning of

social stratification is evident by more numerous and richer grave goods. These goods,
which illustrated the prestige of the dead, included sheet-bronze vessels, weapons, and
44

armor (see Fig. 1-9).

A growing aristocratic cavalry or warrior class is suggested by a

number of bronze and iron harnesses and chariot and carriage parts. A carriage as a
: 45

grave good was also discovered in a female tomb in Casal del Fosso at Veii.

42

Richardson 1964, p. 36.
Haynes 2000, p. 14.
44
Haynes 2000, p. 13.
45
Haynes 2000, p. 16.
43

14

A cippiis

or stela, elliptical stones used as grave markers, also set apart particular tombs (see Fig.
46

1-10).

Thus, changes in funerary practices and the deposition of richer and more

diverse grave goods in particular tombs indicate social differentiation within Villanovan
culture.
As wealth increased, so did trade. Around the late ninth and early eighth
centuries B.C., exchange of goods occurred among Villanovan villages. In northern
Etruria, Villanovan sites around Volterra were in strategic locations, on the primary roads
47

from Pisa to Casole d’Elsa, in order to make money from a forced levy on trade.
Examples of local trade are evident in tombs. Both a vase from southern Italy and a
48

fibula from Bologna were found in a tomb in Tarquinia.

Tombs ofPontecagnano

display an impressive range of fibula types, which reference contemporary ones
r 49

originating beyond the surrounding area, like Bologna and Veil.

Additionally, Volterra

Villanovan materials from the mid-eighth century B.C., have been found in small clusters
around Florence.^® However,the Villanovans traded not only with each other, but also
with foreigners. Veii controlled an important Tiber waterway, and non-Italian objects,
such as bronzes of European Hallstatt culture from the Carpathian and Danube regions,
51

have been discovered there.

46

Haynes 2000, p. 16.
Bartolini 1969, p. 21.
48
Haynes 2000, p. 16.
49
Ridgway 1994, p. 314.
50
Bartolini 1969, p. 21.
51
Haynes 2000, p. 16.
47
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Figure 1-9. Bronze helmet, javelin head, spear head, from the Tomb of the Warrior at
Poggio alle Croce (Volterra), last quarter of the eighth century B.C. Voiterra, Museo
Guarnacci cats. 12.1; 12.7; 12.6.
Source: Bariolini, G. 1989. “The Origin and Diffusion of Villanovan Culture," in 77?^
Etruscans, Ed. M. Torelli, New York, pp. 65.

16

Figure 1-10. Funerary sfela carved in low relief with a sphinx and goats grazing off a
tree. From Salelto di Bentivoglio (Bologna). Second half of seventh centm-y B.C.
Sandstone. H. 72 cm. Bologna, Museo Civico Archeologico 25677.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 35.

The closest connection to the Villanovans was the Greeks because the Greeks
52

came in search of metals, such iron as well as copper and tin for bronze (see Fig. HI 1).
From material proof in burial goods at Tarquinia, Veii, Capua, and Pontecagnano. thete
53

was contact with Greek communities in the Gulf of Naples around 770 B.C.
Villanovans were willing to allow Greeks to settle among them. Greek exports and local

52
S3

Richardson 1964, p. 36.
Bartolini 1969. p. 69,
17

imitations of Greek pottery have been found in grave goods as far away as Chiusi.

A
55

significant quantity of Greek pottery has also been found in Bologna and Pontecagnano.
New techniques and motifs in Villanovan painted pottery, which arise in the second half
of the eighth century B.C., present less abstract representations of human figures and
possible colors to differentiate between sexes. For example, an impasto face, with human
figures painted in black and red on a cream-colored ground, was found in an early
56

seventh century female tomb at Bisenzio.

the Greeks also taught the Villanovans the

57

use of cast bronze figurines for decoration,

Greek techniques and figurative models

were assimilated into Villanovan communities and became cultural models over time.
These Greek influences, such as writing, banqueting style, heroic funerary ideology, and
58

aristocratic life style, also later modified Etruscan society.

54

Richardson 1964, p. 38.
Ridgway 1994, p. 314.
56
Haynes 2000, p. 24.
57
Richardson 1964, p. 38.
58
Bartolini 1969, p. 69.

55
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Figure 1-11. Ivory tablet with incised alphabet from the Banditella Circolo degli Avori
(Marsiliana d'Albegna), mid-seventh century B.C. Florence, Museo Archeologico.
Source: Bagnasco Gianni, G. 1996. 'The Writing,” in The Etruscans, Ed. M. Torelli,
New York, p. 480.
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CHAPTER II: ETRUSCAN CIVILIZATION
Backg}‘ound
Ancient Etruria, the heartland of the Etruscans, sits in western Italy and is
enclosed by the valley of the River Amo in the north, by the River Tiber in the east and
south, and by the Tyrrhenian Sea in the west(see Fig. I-l). The Amo and the Tiber
rivers not only set natural geographical limits to Etruria, but also often outlined political
boundaries and provided easy routes of communication which united the Etmscans with
their neighbors." The early Etruscans were famous sailors, and the sea offered them a
means of contact and trade with other peoples.
Topics of Etruscan culture, society, and religion appear

in the first-century B.C.

literature of Romans of Etruscan ancestry such asNigidius Figulus, Caecina, and
Tarquitius Priscus."* Likewise, both Roman and Greek authors mention the Etruscan
civilization. For example, the Roman tutor to the grandsons of Augustus, Verrius
Flaccus, composed a Res Etruscae in the first century A.D. Likewise, Greek writers such
irv B.C., dealt with the Etruscans.^ Along
as Dionysius of Halicarnassus, ca first century
with ancient literature, modem place names

attest to the memory of the Etruscan period.

Not only is the name of the Tyrrhenian Sea derived from the Greek name for the

Macnamara 1991, p, 5.
" Macnamara 1991, p. 6.
^ Macnamara 1991, p. 6.
^Hall, J. F. 1996, p. 4.
^ Maggiani 1990, p. 227.

20

Etruscans, the Tyrrhenians, but also the label of Tuscany comes from the Latin name for
the Etruscans, Etruscans Tusci or Etrusci.^

Language and Writing
The Etruscans become linguistically recognized, and thus historically identified as
Etruscan, around 700 B.C., when the oldest Etruscan inscriptions occur on southern
Etruria pottery.'' It is not known how long the language was spoken. It could have been
a long-lived indigenous Mediterranean language or have been brought by an immigrant
8

population some time earlier than its written depiction, However,there was knowledge
of the language during classical antiquity, when it was still spoken in parts of Etruria.
The language was known to contemporary Roman scholars, attested by the recording of
ancient authors of Etruscan equivalents to Greek and Latin words. Such translations
include months from March to October, gladiator trainer {lanista), king {lucumd)^ and
flute player {subulo)!^
The Etruscan language is not an Indo-European one, like Umbrian, Oscan, and
10

Latin in Italy; Greek; or Celtic from the Gaulish tribes,
dead,'' and except for sixth century inscriptions
12

comparable language is known,

The Etruscan language is

from the island of Lemnos, no

Seventh century pottery and small, votive pyramid

from the Sanctuary of Kabeiroi in Lemnos might be an archaic Etruscan variant and from

^ Macnamara 1991, p. 5.
’Haynes 2000, p. 1.
* Macnamera 1991, p. 60.
’’Strong 1968, p. 132.
10
Macnamera 1991, p. 60.
Agostiniani 2000, p. 485.
12
Macnamera 1991, p. 60.

21

700 B.C. Etruscan settlers.'^ Because all knowledge of the language is lost, unlike other
dead languages, such as Latin and Greek; the access to it is through remaining evidences
14

and testimonies, especially written documents.
Approximately thirteen thousand surviving Etruscan inscriptions have been found
on imperishable materials, such as pottery, bronze, terracotta and plaster walls of
15

tombs.

This volume of remaining writing attests to the widely developed use of it. No
16

more than 3000 Latin inscriptions have been found from this period,

The oldest

inscription discovered is the seventh century “antiquissimum of Tarquinia from a
worship spot of Uni. while the latest found is a first century message on a bilingual
17

cinerary urn from Arezzo,

Even though Etruscan documents seem to reflect the same

language, which implied a standardization written version, it is not exactly identical
throughout time. There is an archaic Etruscan type,from the seventh and eighth centuries
18

B.C., and a recent Etruscan, or neo-Etruscan,from the fourth to first centuries B.C.
Though writing began to spread first among the Etruscan aristocracy, after 650
19

B.C., it soon spread rapidly throughout all of Etruria,

Writing utensils of precious

materials in early Etruscan wealthy tombs suggest that literacy was

confined to the

aristocracy. For example, a 670 B.C. rectangular ivory tablet, with a double lion s head
for handles and traces of gold-foil covering, from Marsiliana d Albegna illustrates the
20

prominence of writing (see Fig. 1-11).

In addition, model alphabets exist on mid-

seventh century bucchero pots in some aristocratic tombs, such as the Regolini-Galassi
13

Haynes 2000, p. 1.
Agostiniani 2000, p. 485.
15
Macnamara 1991, p. 60.
16
Agostiniani 2000, p. 485.
17
Agostiniani 2000, p. 485.
18
Agostiniani 2000, p. 485.
19
Strong 1968, p. 131.
Haynes 2000, p. 64.
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Tomb In Cer\eteri (see Fig. 2-1) and the Tomb of Monte Aguzzo in Veii.“' These status
symbols enhance the cultural and maybe magical value of the object as well as indicated
that the paterfamilias w as able to write and teach from letters.“ However writing did not
remain limited to the upper class. The comprehensiveness of Etruscan writing is
demonstrated not only b)' the amount of remaining inscriptions, but also by the range of
materials with inscriptions. Writing not restricted to a small class facilitated literacy
spread. This sixth and seventh centur)' B.C. distribution is seen from inscriptions from
all of Etruria and from inscriptions on humble objects, such as weaving spools.'^

I

'(
I
I

I

Figure 2-1. Aryballos with incised inscription. From Cerveteri around 630 B.C.
Bucchero. Rome, Museo Etrusco di Villa Giulia.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 68.
21

Haynes 2000, p. 67.
-- Haynes 2000, p. 67.
Strong 1968, p. 131.

23

Writing emerged from the end of the eighth century B.C. and the beginning of the
seventh century B.C. in southern Etruria between Veii and Vulci and at Bologna. The
first evidence of this, mostly on pottery and from high-ranking women s tombs, dates
24

back to the first quarter of the seventh century B.C.

Eight out of the ten funerary tombs

containing preserved inscriptions are female, and the other two are of uncertain gender.
Examples include libation plates from Cerveteri and weaving tools from Veii and
25
Bologna." One of the earliest Etruscan inscriptions of letters is on five spools of impasto

found at the necropolis of Casale del Fosso at Veii(see Fig. 2-2). These date from the
late eighth or early seventh century, and the inscription was probably the mark of the
26

woman who used them for her wool working,

Additionally, weaving and language are

both arts of construction by combining what is separate and single into a decipherable
27

entity.

This association of writing with women suggests that the early diffusion of

writing relied upon the strong connection between the function of objects to support the
28

texts and the texts themselves.

Besides women, initial writing was linked to religion, which helped to catalyze
29

writing’s acceptance.

Since the Etruscans kept an alphabet, which did not correspond

with sounds in their own language and which they would later adapt to fit their language.
30

writing might first have had supernatural significance,

Elegant writing as a principal
31

decoration on early vases signifies the prominence and possibly magical trait of writing.
The most ancient Etruscan writing surviving is an inscription dedicated to the Etruscan
24

Bagnasco Gianni 1996, p. 477.
Bagnasco Gianni 1996, p. 477.
26
Haynes 2000, p. 64.
27
Bagnasco Gianni 1996, p. 477.
28
Bagnasco Gianni 1996, p. 477.
29
Bagnasco Gianni, 1996, p. 477.
.10
Strong 1968, p. 130.
II
Strong 1968, p. 131.
25

24

female divinity. L'ni. It dates back to the first quarter of the seventh century B.C. and is
from 1 arquinia. where Uni was likely worshipped before by the Villanovans and was an
impor.ant Etruscan cit} /" FurLhermore, the findings in Bologna of bronze fragments
with inscriptions, called the San Francesco bronzes, links writing with a divinity. This
deposit of 680 B.C. bronze fragments was discovered inside an earthen jar and under the
33

floor of a hut and \\ as probably a votive offering.

Figure 2-2. Impasto spools from Tomb 870 at Casale del Fosso necropolis (Veil), end of
eighth century B.C. Rome, Museo di Villa Giulia.
Source: Bagnasco Gianni, G. 1996. "The Writing.” in r/?e
New York, p. 478.

Agostiniani 2000, p. 485.
Bagnasco Gianni 1996. p. 477.
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Ed. M. Torelli,

34

The Etruscans probably learned an alphabet from their nearest Greek neighbors.
It derives from a north Semantic one, which the Greek had adopted and adapted one
35

hundred years before,

The edge of a 650 B.C. writing tablet from Mariliana d’Albegna

depicts this prototype Etruscan alphabet and contains twenty-two north Semantic
characters with four Greek additions (<I>,X,4',0). This prototype is closest to the alphabet
36

of the Cumaeans, the closest Greek neighbors ofthe Etruscans.
Moreover, vase inscriptions document the presence of seventh century Greek
37

settlers in southern Etruscan cities, who were absorbed into local communities.

One

example of this is a globular bucchero aryballos, from the second half of the seventh
century, which reads *‘w/ larthaia telicles lechtumuza

Lectum comes from the Greek

lekythos, which is a small flask for cosmetic oil. Also Earth is a common Etruscan name,
while Telekles is a Greek one. It is likely that a naturalized Greek, offspring of
intermarriage between an Etruscan and Greek, inscribed the vase, owns the vase, or
38

produces such vases filled with oil.

Another depiction of Greek influence on the

Etruscan language is the painted red inscription ofachapri rutile hipuciates under the
foot of a seventh century Corinthian jug from the Doganaccia tumulus of Tarquinia.
Rutile is the first name,from the Latin Rutilus, and Hipocrates is the Etruscan version of
39

the Greek Hippocrates.

The Etruscans adapted the Greek writing system. Changes occurred early because
of the problems with writing system created to reproduce sounds of one language, Greek,

34

Haynes 2000, p. 66.
Strong 1968, p. 129.
36
Strong 1968, p. 129,30.
37
Haynes 2000, p. 64.
38
Haynes 2000, p. 64.
39
Haynes 2000, p. 64.
35
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40

into those of a different language, Etruscan,

Such alterations included the Etruscans

dropping Greek letters that they had no use for(B,A,il,r) as well as adding a figure(8)
..41

for their equivalent of “f.

42

Also, like Greek, early Etruscans wrote left to right.

though there are several later examples of boustrophedon writing, which alternates line
43

by line.

By 500 B.C., the process of syncope further transformed the Etruscan alphabet.

Syncope involves the disappearance of vowels, weakened from repeated emphasis on the
44

first syllable of a word, and the subsequent result of consonant clustering,

With these

modifications, which help to chronologically distinguish inscriptions, a simplified, neo45

Etruscan alphabet was created by 400 B.C.(see Fig. 2-3).
The Etruscans employed a variety of writing utensils. They commonly used
single or hinged tablets, which were waxed and inscribed with a sharp point or stilus.
Few tablets of ivory or wood had survived. An example ofthis is the 670 B.C. ivory
tablet from Marsiliana d’Albegna, as mentioned above. Within the frame was a sunken
area for wax, and a model alphabet was incised on the frame to help the writer. Two
blades for erasing were included,

Etruscans also wrote in long scrolls on linen with a

reed of quill and black or red ink. Because linen is perishable, no example survives
today, but depictions survive on Etruscan bronze mirrors with figures holding open

40

Haynes 2000, p. 64.
Haynes 2000, p. 67.
42
Macnamara 1991, p. 60.
43
Haynes 2000, p. 67.
44
Haynes 2000, p. 67.
45
Agostiniani 2000, p. 485.
46
Haynes 2000, p. 64.
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Figure 2-3. Archaic seventh-century and later Etruscan alphabets and transcriptions with
phonetic values.
Source; Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilizadon, Los Angehs. p. 67.
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47

scrolls.

Lastly. Etruscans employed folded linen, like a book,for writing. No books

suiwive in Italy, but sculpture attests to them. An example of this can be seen atop a
● 48

chest in the fouith centur)' Tomb of Reliefs at Cerveteri.

Also evidence of a book was

found is the Tomb of the Sarcophagi in llie Baditaccia necropolis of Cer\'eteri. A
care fully folded rectangular parcel, with a painted inscription on it, is carved next to the
head of a reclining aristocrat on the lid of a fourth century B.C. sarcophagus(see Fig. 249

4).

IS

Fig. 2-4. Detail of the lid of a sarcophagus showing a linen book beside the head of the
deceased. From Cerveteri. Second quarter of fourth century B.C. Painted Ciiceo
marble. Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Etrusco 14949.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, hos KngQ\^s. p. 272.

Most of modern knowledge of the Etruscan language comes from bilingual
50

texts.

Etruscan and Latin texts occur later, from the thiid centuiy B.C. onwards, and

47
48
49
$0

Macnaniara 1991, p. 60.
Macnamara 1991, p. 60.
Haynes 2000, p. 271.
Agostiniani 2000. p. 485.
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51

are mostly short, funerary messages.

The major bilingual artifact, that has aided current

understanding of the Etruscan language, is the 500 B.C. three sheets of gold leaffrom
Pyrgi, the port of Caere (see Fig. 2-5). They record a thanksgiving dedication of Velianas,
52

ruler of Caere,to the goddess Uni, or Phoenician goddess, Astarte.

Two are written in

Etruscan and one in Punic, but neither Etruscan sheet seems to be the exact counterpart of
the Punic one.53
Most surviving Etruscan inscriptions are short and repetitive. Many indicate the
owner of an object or dedication of a votive offering and name the dead on funerary
54

sarcophagi or cinerary urns,

Remaining long inscriptions are rare and valuable in

understanding the Etruscan language. Besides the gold sheets ofPyrgi, a long inscription
finding is the sixth-century cippus from Perugia (see Fig. 2-6), which portrays an
55

agreement between two local families over land boundaries in both,

Also, remains of

an Etruscan linen religious book were used for the bindings of an Egyptian female
56

The book.

mummy. This book explained rituals to be offered to gods on exact dates,
written during the second or third century B.C., was subsequently cut into strips and
reused to wrap the mummy.” The linen was preserved due to the dry climate of Egypt
58

and now rests in the museum of Zagreb,

In addition, the longest found inscription on

pottery is on a late seventh century bucchero aryballos from Caere. It is written left to
59
an
right and top to bottom with complex punctuation. Another important discovery of

51

Strong 1968, p. 133.
Macnamara 1991, p. 61.
53
Strong 1968, p. 133.
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Macnamara 1991, p. 61.
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Strong
1968, p. 133.
56
Macnamara 1991, p. 61.
57
Haynes 2000, p. 271.
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59
Strong 1968, p. 133.
52

30

riginal litruscan text is Incised on a large terracotta tile from Capua. It was found in a
necropolis area, right outside the city, among teiTacotta fragiuents of sixth centur\ sacred
huildinu and has been determined to be a ritual calendar with prescriptions for a cult of a
number of deities.

I ●,

Figure 16. Gold laminae with inscriptions from Pyrgi,

near Santa Severa (Rome), fifth

centur>' B.C. Rome, Museo di Villa Giulia cat. 255.
Source: Agosliniani, L. 2000. “The Language,
York, p. 489.

60

Ha>nes 2000. p. 271.
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The usual brevity and lack of bilingual records are among some ofthe factors that
limit modem progress into insight of the Etruscan writing and language. The limited
nature of surviving inscriptions now understood as well as the continuing study of
61

Etruscan vocabulary and grammar also inhibit learning of it.

It is evident that the

Etruscans were a highly literate people, but the ways they used their now mysterious
language cannot be completely evaluated because of the lack knowledge about it.
Through imparting their alphabet, the Etruscans educated many contemporary Italian
62

peoples, including the Romans.

Religion
In antiquity, the Etruscans were deemed to be a distinctively religious people.
Ancient writers, such as the Latin historian, Livy (V,l,6), described the Etruscans to be
63

most devoted to religion,

The Greeks also had held this opinion as evidenced by their
,,64

Likewise,

name for the Etruscans, Thyrrenoi, which came from thyein or sacrifice,
from the abundant evidence of materials pertaining to religious practice, there is strong
evidence for the importance of religion in the Etruscan civilization. These materials,
discovered in excavations of sanctuaries, homes and tombs, include contents of temple
65

decorations, frescoes, pottery, mirrors, inscriptions, and votive objects,

Current

knowledge of Etruscan religion comes mostly from both archaeological evidence

61

Macnamara 1991, p. 62.
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pertaining to actual rites and from Roman written sources relating to the Disciplina
66

Etrusca, or the Roman depiction of the Etruscan priests.
67

The Disciplina Etrusca were the Etruscan ritual books,

Detailed instructions for

burials, a calendar system, conceptions oftime, land distribution, procedures for founding
cities, and building temples were recorded within these manuscripts. The Etruscan
religion was a revealed one, and so were its religious texts. Supposedly, aristocratic
Tarquinians wrote down the Disciplina Etrusca after Tages, the miraculous and wise
infant, had disclosed it to them,

The books of the Disciplina Etrusca no longer exist
70

today, and we only have parts of translations ofthem,

Later Roman authors note tlie

text, such as Cicero. Cicero claimed that the Etruscans should teach the Disciplina
71

Etrusca to the chief men {Leg. 2.9.21).
Three of the most significant existing artifacts of Etruscan religion are the Tegola,
the Liber Linteus, and the Piacenza Liver. The Liber Linteus are documents, in the fo
of a liturgical calendar from the second century B.C., and were discovered in the bindi g
of Zagreb’s mummy, mentioned earlier.

The terracotta tile from Capua, or the Tegola,

dates ca sixth century B.C. and displays transcriptions offunerary rituals from March to
73

October with sacrifices, libations, and offerings,

And the Piacenza Liver is a second-

century B.C. small, bronze model of a sheep’s liver for use

in divination (see Fig. 2-7). It

was divided into sixteen compartments and twenty-four fields, each marked with names
of divinities. This connection was based on beliefs of supernatural links between areas of
66
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the heavenly realm and the divisions of the sheep’s liver,

There are forty-two total

75

inscriptions, and they are all in Etruscan and Italic.
These revelations of divination, through the reading of sacrificed animal livers,
lightning and flight of birds, were recorded in the Libri Haruspicini and Libri
76

Fulgurales.

By specific rules, a priest would interpret these omens from the gods and

advise a future action. Along with this codification of religious practices, several other
books of religious doctrines existed. Such now lost texts were the Libri Rituales, listing
rules for the cult of the dead, and tlie Libri AcheronticU describing the world after death
and the riles required for a person to survive death.

Much of the body ofthese holy

78

books was written in the fifth century B.C.
The extreme ritualistic quality of Etruscan religion suggests

that their concept of

divinity consisted of an entity that imposes itself on the will of man and deprives him of
autonomy

The Etruscans seem to have believed in the predetermined and

unchangeable course of divine will and that it was man s duty to seek and conform
often with acts of worship. These overpowering gods dominated every aspect of hum
and imposed inescapable temporal limits on the life of people and a nation. It was a
priest’s job to discover the will ofthe gods, usually by interpreting particular signs, a
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Fig. 2-7. Bronze model of a sheep’s liver from Piacenza. End of second century B.C. to
beginning of first century B.C. Piacenza, Museo Civico cat. 160.
Source: l orelli, M. 1986. "Etruscan Religion,” in The Etruscans, Ed. M. Toreili, New
York, p. 277.
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to conform to it.

The priests then often placated the gods’ anger with sacrifices and

81

ceremonies.

Priests oversaw vast religious procedures by both interpreting the will of the gods
and adhering to it. For example, priests cdW^dfurguriators specialized in reading
82

lightning signs.

Additionally, priests known as haruspici, meaning “soothsayer,

communicated the will of the gods by interpreting omens. They frequently did this by
83

reading animal livers (see Fig. 2-8).

Haruspici dressed in a certain manner. They wore
84

a fringed cloak, pointed cap. and usually held a curved staff, or lituus(see Fig. 2-9).
Even in the first century B.C., Cicero claimed that portents must be presented to Etruscan
haruspici (eg.2.9.2). And as late as A.D.408,the Greek historian Zosimos described the
85

Etruscan priests in Rome interpreting thunder and lightning (5.41.1).

Furthermore, the

priests were men ofsome learning since the education of a priest involved a sound
86

knowledge of astronomy and geometry.
The early Etruscan concept of divinity appears

as vague and imprecise, especially

in regards to the number, exterior traits, and sex ofthe gods.

At first many divine
88

entities seem to have been thought of with little individuality and without human form.
Sacrifices to these gods probably took place

on altars of various types in sacred groves or
89

areas where the divinities were considered to dwell.

These sanctuaries of separated and

holy land, widi boundaries often defined by cippU usually contained an altar for animal
80
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sacriilccs and a rectangular podium for various cult activities.

The nature of the animal

sacrillces depended on the personality of the divinity. If the animal was burnt,

Fig. 2-8. Arretine “sigillata’' fragment from Rasinius’s workshop, ca. 15 B.C. Tubingen.
Institut fuer Klassische Archaeologie cat. 158.
Source: Torelli, M. 1986. “Etruscan Reiigion,” in 77?^
York, p. 276.

' Haynes 2000. p. 127.
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Ed. M. Torelli. New

Fig. 2-9. Bronze statuettes of honispices. Gottigen, Archaologisches Institul der
IJniversitat cats. 153;155;152 (side and front).
Source; Torelli, M. 1986.

Etruscan Religion,” in The Etruscans, Ed. M. Torelli, New

York, p. 279.
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it was offered to celestial gods, and the altar was a rectangular molded structure or single
stone. Sometimes if the throat of the animal was slit, however, it was offered to the
underworld gods. The blood flowed through an outlet carved into a drum-shaped or cup
91

shaped altar.
The earliest solid structure believed to be an Etruscan temple dates back to ca 600
B.C. and is located on the Piazza d’Armi at Veii.^" The temple was a rectangular
building, and it had a roof that was supported internally by one or two pillars, tiled, and
93

framed by eaves with terracotta antefixes.

The next oldest temple in Etruria is one to
94

Menerva at Portonaccio, near Veil, and dates to the end of the fourth century B.C.
Besides animal sacrifices, the vast number of votive offerings demonstrates that these
sites were hubs of religious devotion. Bronze statuettes of men, women and animals
95

were given to deities.

An example is the large quantity of sixth and fifth-century

bronzes discovered at Brolio. Among the artifacts were griffins, deer, hares, and four
96

elongated statuettes (see Fig. 2-10).

Human votive statuettes might have represented

the divinity of the sanctuary, a substitute for human sacrifice, or the worshippers
97

themselves.

Among the votive offerings dedicated at sanctuaries from the fourth

century B.C. onwards are terracotta statues and models of body parts, which were offered
98

in thanksgiving of a recovery or hope or a cure.
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Fig. 2-10. Doe, Slag, and Hare. From Brolio. First half of sixth century B.C. Cast
Bronze. H. 13.4 cm. 15.1 cm. 8.5 cm. Florence, Museo Archeologico 559, 558, 580.
Source: Haynes. S. 2000.

C/v/7/i(3//o/7, Los Angeles. p.l28.

By the fifth century B.C. the Etruscans had assigned their ambiguous gods
99

identities and human attributes due to Greek influence.

Thus many Etruscan deities

adopted a Greek anthropomorphic perspective such as; 1 inia with Zeus, Uni with Hera,
Menerva with Athena, Sethlans with Hephaestus, Turms with Hermes, Turan with
100

Aphrodite, and Fufluns with Dionysus (see Fig. 2-11).

Greek myths, furthermore.

were frequently portrayed in Etruscan art. Etruscan engraved mirrors often illustiate
101

Greek myths and even named the gods depicted.
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ROMAN

ETRUSCAN

CREEK

Aita (god of underworld)

Hades

Pluto

Apulu/Aplu

Apollon

Apollo

Aritimi/Artumes/Aretume/Artemes

Artemis

Diana

Atunis

Adonis

Calu[s] (divinity of death)
Cavatha/Cavtha/Cath[a]
(solar goddess with underworld aspect)
Ge

Cel (mother goddess)

janus

Culsans/Culsu (divinity of the gates)
Fufluns/Pacha

Dionysos

Bacchus

Hercle

Herakles

Hercules

Laran/Maris

Ares

Mars

Men{e]rva

Athena

Minerv'a

Nethuns

Poseidon

Neptune

Lethams (underworld divinity)
Mania (wife of Mantus)
Mantus (underworld divinity)

Nortia (goddess of destiny)
Phersipnai

Persephone

Proserpina
Silvanus

Selvans (god of boundaries and fields)
Hephaistos

Vulcan

Apollo

Pater Soranus

Eos

Aurora

Tin/Tinia/Tina

Zeus

Jupiter

Tinas Clenar

the Dioscuri

Sethlans
Suri (solar god with underworld aspect)
Thanur (goddess ofbirth)
Thesan
Thufltha (goddess)

Tivr/Tiur (divinity ofthe moon)
Turan

Aphrodite

Turms (messenger god)

Hermes

Venus
Mercury

Uni

Hera

Juno

Demeter

Ceres

Usil (sun god)

Vei
Velovis/Vetove

Dispater

Veltha/Veltune/Voltumna

Vertumnus/Vortumnus

(national god of Etruria and god of vegetation)

Fig. 2-11. Names of Etruscan Divinities and their Greek and Roman Equivalents.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. F/rnscan CiviUzation, Los AngolQS. p. 269.
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Nevertheless, several divinities and demons remained uniquely Etruscan. Among
these w'ere the groups associated with fate. Examples include the dii superiors, which
were associated with Tinia’s hurled thunderbolt of destruction; the dii consentes, which
102

were pitiless advisors of Tinia; and the novensiles, which flung lightning.

Turms,the

messenger god, seemed to have two manifestations as one superior to and one
103

subordinate to Aita, the ruler of the Underworld.

An Etruscan goddess, who had a
104

sanctuary at Orvieto, was Nortia. She was the goddess offate and destiny,

According

to Roman sources, such as Livy and Cincius Alimentos,^^^ the annual ceremonial driving
106

of a nail symbolized the acceptance of the inevitability of divine fate,

as well as served

107

the purpose of counting years.
Lastly, there are Etruscan deities that are linked with the Underworld. These
demons, Vanth and Charun, suggest that the Etruscans had a dark view of the underworld
108

and fear of death,

Vanth is a female spirit, usually dressed in a chiton and possessing
109

wings, and is the messenger of death and escort to the afterlife,

This demon is

depicted on a third-century sarcophagus from Chiusi belonging to Lady Hasti Afunei (see
Fig.

2-12). The reliefs illustrate the deceased leaving her family and Vanth guarding

no
the door of the Underworld with a key.

102
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Fig. 2-12. Front of sarcophagus of Hasti Afunei showing leave-taking of the deceased,
with the demon Vanth emerging from gate of underworld. From Colle Bond Casuccini,
nearChiusi. l£nd of third century B.C. Alabaster, L. 2.00 m. Palermo, Museo
Archeoiogico Regionale 24.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. BJi-uscan Civilization, Los Ax\gQ\ts.
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Likewise, Chamn is a male ghastly demon ofthe Underworld and is also
associated with the journey from life to the realm beyond. Charun has a human face, but
111

canine teeth and animal ears (see Fig. 2-13).

Though his name is derived from

Charon, the Greek ferr>'man of Hades, Charun has a different function than Charon. He
holds a hammer, not an oar. While Charon uses his oar to row the deceased across the
rivers of the Underworld, Charun uses his hammer for more unpleasant purposes. This is
evident in the relief on the second-century B.C. sarcophagus ofthe Laris Pulenas from
112

Tarquinia (see Fig. 2-14).

Charun employs his hammer in order to make sure that one
113

is dead, as seen from his blow to Laris Pulenas on his sarcophagus,
114

keeper of the gate to the Underworld, he is often shown with a key.

Also, as the
An incised

Etruscan votive inscription to him under the foot of a Greek cup indicates his worship in
115

the sixth century B.C.
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I'ig. 2-13. Wall-painting: Charun (left) and Vanlh (right). From the entrance wall of the
I'omb of the Anina Family, Fondo Scataglini. Tarquinia. End of fourth century B.C.
11. of Charun 1 .70 m. ofVanth 1 .52 m.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Efniscan Civilization^Los Angcks. p. 275.
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Fig. 2-14. Sarcophagus of the magistrate Laris Pulenas, from Tarquinia, second century
B.C. Tarquinia, Museo Nazionale.
Source: De Grummond, N. 1996. "Etruscan Italy Today, m Eti'nscon Italy, ^d. L
Hall, Provo, Utah. p. 339.
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Etruscan Government
In addition to divinatory religious practices, another distinguishing aspect ofthe
Etruscan civilization was the concept of confederation. Their league oftwelve
116

autonomous cities was the first of its kind in antiquity,

Each ofthe most important

centers of Etruria was a city-state, each with its surrounding, centripetal district and its
117

own particular style.

The independent Etruscan city-states did not form a close

federation, but they sometimes acted together for a common cause. They were united by
118

a shared language and religion,

For example,twelve representatives from the city-

states of Etruria met annually at the shrine of Volumna, near Orvieto, for a religious
festival.

119

This religious celebration, which is noted in the Disciplina Etrusca, provided

opportunity for athletic games, performances, and trading between different areas of
Etruria.

120

During the first part of the Etruscan civilization, from around the eighth to fifth
121

centuries B.C., each city-state was ruled by a lucumo, king,

Literary sources.

especially Livy, ca the first century B.C., refer to Etruscan royalty, mentioning the kings
of Alba Longa, Romulus and his successors, and the dynasty of Etruscan kings in
122

Europe,

For example, Rome’s last three kings came from the Etruscan ruling dynasty.
123-

and their absolute power in Rome lased for one hundred and six years.

Because the

Romans hated the third Etruscan king, Tarquin the Proud, the senate banished him and
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124

also declared Rome a republic in 510 B.C.

Archaeology also attests to the presence of

an Etruscan monarchy by such evidences as the royal figure of Thefarie Velianas on the
125

golden plates from Pyrgi.
The luciimo ruled as the military commander as well as the chief priest. Certain
tombs with rich grave goods indicate that the kings displayed signs, such as wealthy
126

objects and ceremonies, of political and religious power,

An example ofthe military

control of a lucumo is the ruler is buried as an armed warrior, surrounded by luxurious
127

goods, found in a seventh-century tomb at Caere.

Similarly the Tomb of Statues at

Ceri, near Caere, suggests the kings’ special relationships with the gods. Two

statues.

carved in tufa and seated on thrones, give the tomb its name. The statue on the left holds
a scepter, an ancient Oriental symbol of royalty, while the other statue grips a lituus. A
lituus, which demonstrated the kings’ divination abilities, was associated with an auger
128

and used to interpret the gods’ will.
Besides parading their military and religious power, Etruscan kings also identified
129

themselves with the heroes of Greek myth.

For example, as early as the seventh

century B.C., the Pauiapyxis from Chiusi illustrates superimposed scenes that relate the
130

lucumo with Odysseus (see Fig. 2-15).

The lower band, which may be a type of death

sceneiy, shows a horseman riding through a forest with real and imaginary animals.
Imaginary animals are often associated with the afterlife. Above that is the king,
surrounded by processions of hoplites, wearing helmets and carrying round shields and
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Fig. 2-15. Ivory pyxis from the Pania Tomb in Chiusi. Third quarter of the seventh
century B.C. Florence, Museo Archeologico cat. 170.
Source: Mcnichetti, M. 1992. “Political Forms in the Archaic Period. in
Erniscam. Ed. M. Torelli, New York, p. 216.
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spears, and by armed dancing warriors. This depiction symbolizes heroic courage and
military activity. The top picture shows two images from Homer s Odyssey — oviQ of
131

Scylla, a sea-monster, and the other of Odysseus’s escape from Polyphemus s cave.
This pyxis suggests that Odysseus’s victorious exploits are equal to those ofthe kings.
Furthermore victory from the tw'o upper bands takes on tones associated with overcoming
132

death, from the lower band.

Tyrannical monarchies concurrently fell in the mid-sixth century B.C. in Athens
133

and Rome, and the Etruscan rule of kings may have also declined around this time.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, a Greek writer ca the late first century B.C.,(V,3,2)
mentions a popular assembly, ekklesia, and magisterial offices in Tarquinia in 509
134

B.C.

Additionally, Livy (V,1,6) says that “populi Etruriae” refused assistance to the
135

people of Veil in 404 B.C.

Territories that the central governments of chief cities had

controlled became more important with time and with trade. Increasing administrative
136

problems caused the monarchial transition to an oligarchial system.

For example.

Nepi, which was subject to Veii, is recorded in 386 B.C. as negotiating its own treaty
137

with Rome, without mention of its mother city.
By the end of the fifth century B.C., the political power shifted from the kings to
138

an oligarchy, which provided an assembly and elected magistrates.

A hierarchy of

officials ruled each city-state. Funerary inscriptions record distinguished careers of
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magistrates and give some of their titles, such as purth, zil, zilath, and marunch.

A

mid-sixth-century Etruscan cippus,from Rubiera-Modene, denotes a person who was a
zilath at Misala, while another mid-sixth-century cippus^ from Cerveteri, mentions the
140

title of marunch.

Etruscan Dress
Etruscan rank and political status were sometimes defined by costume. The
Etruscan, as did the Greeks and Romans, usually wore loosely draped clothing, consisting
of a tunic and an outer mantle. The Etruscan outer mantle was called a tebenna and was
141

made of linen or wool.

Etruscan clothing and hairstyles are important in both dating
142

For

the figures represented in art and in indicating their class rank or profession,
example, a haruspex's tebenna was fringed. Also, in contrast to the earlier Villanovan
civilization, whose female bronze figurines were mostly nude, the Etruscan statuettes
143

were usually clothed.

From the eighth to the sixth centuries, most males wore a tunic of varying length,
or perizoma (see Fig. 2-16). Females were modestly dressed in
144

mostly short-sleeved and embroidered,

their tunics, which were

During this time, Etruscan women wore a

diversity of garments, from belted and unbelted tunics to heavy cloaks, which resemble
145

capes, with scarves. Their gannents often were embroidered and had patterns.

139
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Both

146

reuional auire and differing climates were reflected in the female array of garments.
The prevailing female hairstyle was the long back plait, sometimes with side locks (see
147

Fins. 2-17. 2-18. 2-19).

The difference between aristocratic and ser\'ant women

clothing was not obvious. Though, because of the simple, short tunics worn by female
figures carrying objects on their heads, these females probably belonged to a lowei
class.

148

149

In the late sixth century, ladies often wore a tutiilus, a high, domed hat.

Fig. 2-16. Votive statuette of a man wearing aperizoma. Early sixth century B.C. Cast
bronze. 1 1. with base 12.4 cm. Florence, Museo Archeologico 47.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Efriiscan Civilization, Los Angeles. p.l31.
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Fig. 2-1 7. Votive slaluelte of a woman wearing a heavy cloak. Early sixth century B.C.
Cast bronze. H. 14.1 cm London. The British Museum GR 1907.3-11.1.
Source: 1 laynes, S. 2000. Efruscan Civilization, Los Angtlts. p. 132.

Fig. 2-18. Votive slaiiicile of a woman wearing a

belted dress. First half of sixth century

B.C. Cast bronze. 11. 7.5 cm. Perugia, Museo Archeologico Nazionale delFUmbria
926.
Source: I laynes. S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 132.
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Fig. 2-19. Statuette ofstanding draped woman. From the Tomb of‘Isis," Vuici. Second
quarter of sixth century B.C. Painted gypsum. FI. 89 cm. London, The British Museum
GR 1850.2-27.1
Source: I laynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilizalion, Los Angeles, p. 133.
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From the sixth century onwards, Etruscans tended to adhere to Greek fashion.
Many aristocratic men and women, however,tended to keep local clothing traditions,
which were sometimes copied by the Romans,through the Classical and Hellenistic
150

periods,

An aristocratic Etruscan man,the so-called Vel Saties, who is portrayed in

the paintings on the Francois Tomb at Vulci, wears a togapicta. The togapicta was a
special purple toga with gold embroidery. This type of garment was typically associated
151

with a victorious Roman general and usually worn during a triumphal parade.

Women
The role of Etruscan women markedly distinguishes them from other ancient
Mediterranean cultures. In contrast to the Greeks and Romans,the Etruscans seem to be
a monogamous people, and the Etruscan woman seems to be the equal and the
152

companion of her husband,

Greek and Roman authors, Etruscan monuments, and

linguistic evidence indicate the importance of Etruscan women. A great deal of
knowledge about the status of Etruscan women comes from the interpretations of artistic
153

depictions, such as tomb paintings,

Also the significance of women is affirmed by the

frequent representations of Etruscans couples, suggesting the value of Etruscan
154

women.

Etruscan women partook more fully in the public life of their culture than did the
Greek and Roman women. The Etruscan women had their own names and could even
pass their status on to their children. The common use
150

Macnamara 1991, p. 69.
Macnamara 1991, p. 69.
152
“Science” 1889, p. 311.
153
Becker 1999, p. 66.
154
Bonfante 1981, p. 157.
151
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of both the father’s and mother’s

155

name in Etruscan inscriptions demonstrates the mother's importance,

The Etruscan

characteristic presence of the matronymic,the mother’s name, next to the patronymic, the
father's name, was so fixed in their naming system that it lasted from the seventh to the
first century B.C. For example, the matronymic is found in first-century B.C. Etruscan
156

funerary inscriptions in Latin,

The presence of the matronymic is important to

understanding the role of Etruscan women, Besides being important within household
walls, Etruscan women were also important outside ofthem.
In addition to nominal importance in Etruscan culture, women enjoyed freedom of
movement. They rode in carriages, dined at banquets with their husbands, and
participated as public spectators of games, and performed in rituals and theatrical
157

shows.

For instance, women spectators are seen seated on wooden tribunes in the

Tomb of the Bigas at Tarquinia (see Fig. 2-20). Also a fifth-century B.C. relief of a
cippus from Chiusi illustrates a dance of a woman and a man, costumed as a satyr (see
158

Fig. 2-21).
In addition to artistic evidence, literary sources attest to the freedom of Etruscan
women. For example, the Greek historian of the fifth or fourth century, Theopompus,
was astonished at Etruscan customs which allowed women to banquet publicly with their
husbands and other men, and to toast in the company of other men,and even to propose
159

toasts to whomever was present(Livy I, 57).

Stories of the prominent role played by
160

legendary Etruscan ladies, such as Tanaquil, reflect the power of particular women.
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Bonfonte 1981, p. 157.
Rallo 1989, p. 137.
157
Haynes 2000, p. 255.
158
Haynes 2000, p. 255.
159
Bonfante 1981, p. 167.
160
Grant 1980, p. 63.
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Tanaquil incited her husband, Tarquinius Priscus, to the kingship of Rome in the late
seventh century B.C. Additionally, she was said to possess expertise in divination and
161

medicine (Livy L 34, 9. 41, 5).

'.1

Fig. 2-20. Watercolor of wall-painting: spectators at games. From the left-hand wall of
the Tomb of the Bigas, Tarquinia. Ca. 480 B.C. Tarquinia, Museo Nazionale
Archeologico.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Cmlization,hos

161

Grant 1980, pp. 63, 134.
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p. 235.

Fig. 2-21. Fragmentary relief on a cippus base: dance of a woman and a man disguised
as a satyr. From Chiusi. Early fifth century B.C. Pietrafetida. H.48 cm Chiusi,
Museo Archeologico Nazionale. 2284.
Source: Haynes. S. 2000. Elruscon Civilization, hos hngcXts. p. 247.

Also, the importance and equality of Etruscan ladies is confirmed by their wealth
of grave goods — their beautiful jewelry and luxurious possessions, such as engiaved
mirrors. Not only do many female graves contain such riches, they possess these goods
162

in equal proportions with male graves.

This suggests an atmosphere of gender

equality, as do wall paintings. Portrayals of women, laden with stunning jewelry and
sitting side by side with their husbands at banquets, convey a message of gender
163

equality.

Additionally, Etruscan wives were treated with affection, as evidenced by

162
163

Macnamara 1991, p. 65.
Cjrant 1980. p. 63.
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164

the bronze embracing couple ca. fifth century B.C.(see fig. 2-22).

Another example of

affection for women is suggested by the “Bride and Groom sarcophagus from Caere ca
525 B.C.(see Fig. 2-23). The man’s arm gently and protectively encircles his wife, and
165

the edge of his mantle covers her leg.

Besides showing the importance and the

equality of this woman with her husband,this and other couple appearances symbolize
166

the union of the couple in death as in life.
Along with prosperity, female grave goods indicate that weaving
167

household job for Etruscan women,

was a mam

The function of a weaver was socially relevant.
168

such as being essential for exchanges of gifts, dowries, and fabrics,

Spools and

whorls, used in weaving, are commonly found in female graves. Furthermore, as noted
earlier in the discussion about the Etruscan language, some weaving implements bear
169

inscriptions, which suggest that women were educated enough to know the alphabet.

164

Haynes 2000, p. 255.
Rallo 1989, p. 131.
Bonfonte 1981, p. 160.
167
Rallo 1989, p. 134.
168
Rallo 1989, p. 134.
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Bagnasco Gianni ????, p. 478.
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1

Mg. 2-22. Votive group of couple embracing. First quarter of fifth century B.C. Cast
bronze. H. Hem. London. The British Museum GR 1824.4-53.11.
Source: Haynes, S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 235.
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Fig. 2-23. Sarcophagus of the Married Couple from Cerveteri, 525

500 B.C. Paris,

Musce du Louvre.
Source: Rallo. A. 1989. 'The Woman’s Role,” in 77?^ £/rw5cw?5, Ed. M. Torelli, New
York. p. 131 .
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CHAPTER III: FIESOLE
Introduction
Fiesole is a town in the Florence province ofthe Italian region of Tuscany. The
city is situated approximately nine kilometers from the center of Florence and overlooks
it.' While its main square. Piazza Mino, is around three hundred meters above sea level,
its two major hills, San Francesco and Sant’Apollinare, rise to respective heights of 345
meters and 404 meters." Fiesole is home to around 15,000 inhabitants, and its territory
covers about 42 square kilometers.^ Fiesole was once a big brother to Florence, but now
it is a sleepy hill-town visited by tourists who want to escape the heat and crowds of
4

Florence and to admire the view' over Florence.
The town itself it linked to the plain below by a scenic road that runs along the
hill ridges.^ Patches of olive trees and ofconifer woods as well as homes, which blend in
various
to the nature, punctuate the countryside. In 1983, the Town Council drew up
measures to help to maintain and preserve the landscape. These rules regulated the
restoration of local farmhouses, thereby saving the cultural and ecological values of this
century-old inheritance of Tuscan farming culture. Industry is limited to small craft
manufacturing, while the large number of facilities and commercial activities have

'Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.; Romeo 1990, p. 9.s
^ Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.
^ Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.
" Romeo 1990, p. 223.
^ Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.; Edoardo 1900, line 1009; Romeo 1990, p. 224.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 12.; Marco 1997, p. 27.
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ensured that Fiesole and its surrounding district retain their characteristics as a residential
and tourist area.^
The main archaeology zone is marked for and open to the public. In 1877,the
Archaeology Committee of Fiesole began to sell tickets to the public in order to raise
funds for keeping up the area.^ It is an isolated area in the center ofthe city. Visitors to
the Archeological area can see the ruins of a Roman theater, temple and baths, as well as
10

an earlier Etruscan temple with visible ruins dating back to the fourth century B.C.
There are places to sit and admire the view over the Tuscan countryside. Also, the
an
Archaeology Museum of Fiesole is located within this region. This museum is
imposing modem building, constructed in Roman style, and contains exhibits from
II

various phases of Fiesole’s past, from prehistory to the Middle Ages.

Background
As noted before, the city of Fiesole, or the Latin Faesulae, sits on a hill
12

overlooking Florence and the Arno River,

Because Fiesole towers above a ford across

the Arno River, which was visited as early as the Bronze Age,ancient peoples settled
13

there,

Human habitation in prehistoric Fiesole is witnessed as early as the second
14

millennium B.C. and is documented by a few pottery shards,

These fragments were

found in front of the main Etruscan temple at the lowest levels. The pottery was for

’Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.
* Pecchioni 1979, p. 6.; Fuchs 1986, p.l2.
Sabelli 1995, p. 63.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 24.; Fuchs 1986, p. 10.
10
Sabelli 1995, p. 63.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.; Rusconi 1931, p. 18.; Marco 1997, p. 54.
12
Macnamara 1991, p. 17.; Rusconi 1931, p. 2.
Annetta.et al. 1990, p. 19.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 24.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 7.
14
Salvini 1991, p. 9.; Marco 1997, p. 23.
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15

ev eryday use and w as decorated with simple stripes incised into the wet clay,
16

with the unearthine of stake holes, which were drilled into rock for huts,

Along

a number of

pottery shards which date from the sixteenth to thirteenth centuries B.C. attests to Bronze
17

Age inhabitation (see Fig. 3-1).

The later Bronze Age, from the twelfth to tenth

centuries B.C.. is evidenced by decorated vase pieces as well as a casting mold for a
chisel (sec Fig. 3-2). The mold is made ^vompieira serena stone, a

local rock of

18

Fiesole.

Idgurc 3-1. Fragment of a bow'l with decorations with cuiving dotted libbons. Aiea
before the Etruscan temple. Apennine culture. Middle Bronze Age, fifteenth or
fourteenth centuries B.C. Museo Archeologico di Fiesole. F31573.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologico. Milan, Italy.
p.22.

Is

Salvini 1991. p. 9,
Orlandini et al. 1 990. p. 24.
Salvini 1991. p. 9.
i«
()rlandini et al. 1 990. p. 24,

U'
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Figure 3-2. Casting mold for a bronze chisel. Area before the Etruscan temple, in direct
contact with the rock. Final Bronze Age, eleventh or tenth centuries B.C. Museo
Archeologico di Fiesole. F35945.
Source: Oiiandini. S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologico. Milan, Italy.
p. 23.

Additionally tombs with urns of men. women, and children have been excavated
19

in the center of the town, which indicate small Villanovan settlements,

The

communities are thought to be Villanovan because of the grave goods, such as fibulae.
which resemble Villanovan arlitacts from Bologna, and because of recent discoveries in
Florence. Villanovan pottery fragments with an eighth-century Geometric design were
20

Ibund under Piazza della Signoria in Florence.

In addition to these finds, a seventh-

century cult area, Orsanmichele near Piazza della Signoria, was detected by small votive
bronze of nude men and women."'
Besides nearby Villanovan inhabitations in Florence, an Iron Age (ca 1100 - 700
13.C.) settlement’s remains exist on San Francesco, the western and elevated part of
22

Fiesole.

The hill would have been an excellent place to reside because its location

I')

21

Scullard 1967. p. 168.
I laynes 2000, p. .30.
I laynes 2000. p. .30.
Annella et al. 1990. p. 27.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 24.
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allows for both control of traffic on the Amo River and for natural defense above the
agricultural plain below.
Not much is known about Fiesole in the seventh century B.C., however there is
evidence of a cult there from that time.""* Pottery fragments, dating back to the seventh or
sixth century B.C.. found on the hills of San Francesco and Sant Apollinare in Fiesole
document settlement through the Archaic Age (see Fig. 3-3). These artifacts were
25

discovered beneath the foundations of an Etruscan temple, discussed below,

In

addition to ceramics found at this layer, three votive. Geometric-style, bronze statuettes,
two female and one male, of nude worshippers were excavated at the site of this later
temple."^
Evidence for Etruscan habitation, as early as the seventh century B.C., in the area
around Fiesole, however, includes enormous Etruscan mound tombs, circular structures
built of limestone blocks, on the outskirts of Florence at Quinto Fiorentino.

Among

these tumuli is a rich monumental tomb called La Montagnola, which has survived
29

almost intact.28 Found in 1959, this tomb contained fragments of gold, ivory bronze,
30

and numerous imported objects, including vessels made from Egyptian ostrich eggs.
31

On the doorpost of the burial chamber was an early Etruscan inscription.

23

Haynes 2000, p. 30.
Haynes 2000, p. 30.; Marco 1997, p. 23.
25
Salvini 1991, p. 88.; Marcho 1997, p. 23.
Haynes 2000, p. 30.
27
Grant
1980, p. 200.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 7.
28
Scullard 1967, p. 168.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 9.s
29
Scullard 1967, p. 168.
30
Grant
1980, p. 200.
3!
Scullard 1967. p. 168.
24
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Figure 3-3. Florence in Proto-historical and Archaic times. Plan of the principal
discoveries: 1. Sant’Apollinare / 2. new schools / 3. Garibaldi area / 4. Via Marini /
5. temple / 6. San Francesco / 7. Sant’Antonino Hospital
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 25.
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Soon after the seventh century B.C. Fiesole became the center of a fertile
agricultural zone extending to the south-east along the bend ofthe middle ofthe Amo
32

River towards Chiusine territory', with which the Volterran state kept close connections.
After about 600 B.C., Fiesole became more important with the political and industrial
: 33

growth of the Etruscan civilization from Volsinii, Volterra, and Chiusi.

Fiesole grew

with northern migration because it stood on a major route from the Amo River to the
34

Fiesole did not become a fully-fledged

north across a main Apennine Mountain pass.

Etruscan city, however, before the sixth or fifth century B.C., when it became the control
35

center of a significant quarrying and stone-carving industry.

Stelae and Cippi

Fiesole is w'ell known for its archaic grave markers and boundary stones. Towa
the end of the sixth century in the region north ofthe Amo Rivei, between the Sieve and
Ombrone rivers, carved stone stelae and cippi emerged (see Fig. 3-4).^^ Stelae (see Fig.
3-5) w'ere used as tombstones and were placed in the earth or within the funerary
structure. They were decorated pieces of usually inscribed and decorated stone and
37

served as commemorative funerary monuments,

Cippi, which sometimes had

inscriptions on them, were stone signs set in the earth and had celebratory, funerary, or
38

boundai*y-marking functions.

These markers were commemorations of important

32

Strong 1968, p. 35.
Haynes 2000, p. 250.
34
Annetta et al. 1990, p. 27.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 141.; Grant 1980, p. 201
35
Grant 1980, p. 201.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 141.
36
Haynes 2000, p. 250.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 8.; Romeo 1990, p. 227.; Marco 1997, p. -3.
37
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 141.
38
Macnamara 1991, p. 43.

33
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39

individuals and status symbols of the aristocracy,

About forty-one ofthese gravestones

have been found, from Pisloia in the west, Londa in the east, and Sant’Agata in the north.
40

and the majority around the Fiesole region,

These markers are similar in material,

sandstone, and in the decoration and artistic style."*’ This suggests that there may have
been workshops that utilized the local sandstone, cdWtdpietra serena,for funerary
tributes in nearby Vo1 terra and Pisa, but an independent sculpture producing discipline
42

existed in the mid-Amo area.

The funerary markers are rectangular in shape and decorated with both men and
43

women in scenes of games, banquets, and mourning.

In this region ofthe Amo River,
44

For

stelae and cippi show both Chiusine and Eastern Greek influence in decoration,
example, a stela from Sant’Agata portrays the Greek-style profile of a warrior with his
boots, helmet, and spear. A characteristically local, Chiusine tongue pattern outlines the
45

carving on the stela (see Figs. 3-5 and 3-6).

An example of Ionian impact can be seen
46

in the banquet scene of a late fifth-century stela (see Fig. 3-5).

A bearded man lies on a

couch and turns toward his wife, who sits on a chair near his feet instead of reclining on
the couch with him. At the foot ofthe couch, a servant holds a jug and wine strainer.
This practice of male and female drinking and eating while sitting up, differs from other

39

Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 28.
Haynes 2000, p. 250.
41
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 6.
42
Annetta et al. 1990, p. 28.; Haynes 2000, p. 250.
42
Haynes 2000, p. 250.
43
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 28.
44
Haynes 2000, p. 250.
45
Haynes 2000, p. 250.
46
Haynes 2000, p. 251.
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Figure 3-4. Map showing distribution of the “Pietre fiesolane,” or Fiesole stones.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 26.
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Fig. 3-5. .S'/e/r/from Fiesole. Second quarter of the fifth century B.C. Slone comes from
the Fiesole quarries.
Source: Scullard, H. H. 1967. 77?e

C/fe W

Ithaca, New York,

p.l69.
Etruscan illustrations of male and female feasting while reclining side by side and also
47

may point to an Ionian, or Eastern Greek, custom.

●17

Tuck 1994. p, 618,
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. From Londa. Last quarter of
I-'igurc 3-6. Funerary stela with relief of enthroned woman
sixth century B.C. Limestone. H. 1.04 m. Florence, Museo Archeologico 5862.
Source: 1 iayncs. S. 2000. Etruscan Civilization, Los Angeles, p. 251.

include territorial
Otlier tlian the funerary markers, ilnds from this categoiy
rnai'kcrs with inscriptions containing tular, interpreted as

boundary.” These signs testify

to an extensive division of property, both private and public, following models fiom othei
48

northern Ltruscan sites like Chiusi and VolteiTa.

The term Viscl appears on these
49

stones also, and was probably the Etruscan name for Fiesole.
The Tombs of Via del Bargellino
ins of the Etruscan funerary world because
Ci})pi and stelae are the principle remains
barely any traces of Etruscan tombs are visible today in Fiesole. The only Etruscan

●IX
A'l

Annetta et al. 1990. p. 19,
(}ram 1980. p. 200.; Pecchioni 1979. p. 8.; Marco 1997. p. 23.
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tombs excavated there are Uvo in Via del Bargellino.^^ Here, part of a necropolis, which
51

was located outside of the city walls, is preserved.

Evidence of Etruscan tombs at

Fiesole is scarce not because they did not exist, but because they were destroyed as the
city expanded.
Outside of the main Archeological area, these two tombs(see 3-7)are currently
visible at the start of Via del Bargellino. These tombs once formed part of a larger, and
later, necropolis, dating from the Hellenistic age up to the late imperial age, which was
53

excavated during the end of the nineteenth century,

The presence ofcinerary urns

inside these tombs indicates that the funerary practice of cremation, which was common
54

to the Etruscans during Hellenistic times, was practiced in Fiesole.
The smaller of the tombs has a quadrangular plan and is fashioned from large and
55

thick rectangular stone blocks,

Since it was constructed on large steps cut into the
56

slope of the rock, it is thought that the tomb was buried,

The entry to this tomb is to the

west and is closed by a large slab, which is still present today, and covered by a
57

monolithic architrave.

A smooth pillar, which might have supported the roof, is visible
58

on the interior of the room.

50

Grant 1980, p. 200.; Marco 1997, p. 59.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 26.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 8.
52
Nenci 1994, p. 67.
53
Nenci 1994, p. 67.; Soprintendenze 1998, p. 26.; Grant 1980, p. 200.
54
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 26.; Marco 1997, p. 59.
55
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 67.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 8.s
56
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 67.
57
Salvini 1991, p. 7.
SK
Salvini 1991, p. 85.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 67.
51
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1- igLirc 3-7. View ofthe two tombs from the western side.
Source: Orlandlni. S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 66.

The other tomb has its south side set against the rock and is built of larger blocks.
59

These blocks are laid in pseudoisodomic rows, perfectly linked to one another,

The

room measures about 3.35 meters by 3.0 meters and contains three large steps on the
eastern side and four large steps on the north and south sides. Cinerary urns (see Fig.
3-8), one of which is displayed at the Archaeology Museum of Fiesole, were placed on
60

these steps.

The entry to the tomb is on the west side. The slab which covered the
61

entry is visible today in front of the tomb, but no longer blocks the entry to it.

A

fraction of one of the ceiling slabs from the double-pitch roof rests on the monolithic
62

architrave.

Sizeable blocks of stone, placed one atop another, are at the center ofthe
63

room and most likely composed a structural pillar,

The only furnishings that remain

from this tomb on Via del Bargellino include the following items: a cinerary urn with
Oriandini et al. 1990, p. 67.
Nenci 1994. p. 69,
Oriandini et al. 1990. p. 67.
Oriandini et al. 1990. p. 67,
63
Oriandini et al. 1990, p. 67.

60
61
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cover. as mentioned earlier (see Fig. 3-8), two balsam holders (or unguentaria)(see Fig.
3-9), a drinking glass (see Fig. 3-10). a glass balsam holder, two oil lamps, and other
terracotta objects (see Fig. 3-11). One of the oil lamps, dating back to the first centuo'
64

B.C., portrays Aesculapius (see Fig. 3-12).

i

● »

iV*,
v<

fci: ●3§
Figure 3-8. A cinerary olla made of terracotta with a conical Hd, from a tomb in Via del
Bargellino. lielween the end of the first century B.C. and the beginning of the fi rst
century A.D. Museo Archeologico di Fiesole. Inv. 92018.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan. Italy.
p. 80.

<i4

Orlandini et al, 1990. p. 67.
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Figure 3-9. Fusiform balsam-holder made of terracotta. From the imperial period. From
a tomb in Via del Bargellino. Museo Archeologico di Fiesole. Inv. 2514.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds

1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.

p. 82.
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Figure 3-10. fcrracotta drinkimi glass with a globular body and long cylindro-conical
neck. From the Imperial period. From a tomb in Via del Bargellino. Museo
Archeologico di Fiesolc. lnv.2515.
Source: Orlandini. S. and A. Passigli. eds 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 82.
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Figure 3-1 1. Fragment of the body of a small uin

made ofpietra sevem, with

decorations in relief with scenes of a procession, ot which only the figuie of a
player survives. Found in the area around a tomb in Via del Bargellino. Second Century
B.C. Museo Archeologico di Fiesole. Inv. 8.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan. Italy.
p. 85.
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Figure 3-12. Fragment of a disk ot an oil-lamp depicting Aesculapius seated,
recognizable from his attributes (serpent

and stick). Augustan period. From a tomb in

Via del Bargellino. Museo Archeologico di Fiesole. Inv. 2510.
Source: (3rlandini. S. and A. Passigli. eds 1990. Fiesole Archeologico. Milan, Italy.
p. 85.

Temple
Tlic main area of l-.truscan religious activity in Fiesole was located on the
northern slope of the hill on which the town was built.‘= The temple was located m the
66

As

northern area of the archeological zone and to the east ofthe hill of San Fiancesco.
mentioned earlier, three Geometric votive bronze statues attest to seventh-century B.C.
cult activity at this site. The remains of a late sixlh-century B.C. temple were excavated
67

in 1902 beneath buildings of Late Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman dates at this site.
Pieces idcnlined with this early temple as the crowning elements of a monumental altai
were found in 1900 under the steps ofthe Roman temple. These fragments consist of a
block carved with the ilgure of a lion and with a frieze of lotus, palmettes, and spiials ot

^1

Haynes 2000. p. 252.
Soprinteiulen/.e 1998. p. 10.
Soprintencien/.e 1998. p. 4.
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sixih-centur\’ B.C. Northern Ionian fashion,

These samples are stylistically related to

some of the stelae and cippi of Fiesole and validate the existence of local sculpture
workshops.
Most Etruscan temples were built mostly out of perishable materials, such as raw
70

wood.

Since some of its pietra serem stone walls are still intact and notjust its

foundations, the temple at Fiesole can be considered as one ofthe most important
examples of its kind in all ofEtruria. The visible ruins of this temple date back to the
early Hellenistic period. The rectangular plan (see Figs. 3-13, 3-14) measures 17.20
71

meters long and 13.34 meters wide,

It consists ofthe main room,or cella, ofthe
72

sanctuary with two side wings, or alae, and two columns in the promos,or front porch,
The cello of a temple was the area where the statue of the divinity was housed, while the
alae were the sections that opened to the sides of the cella. The columns, made ofpietra
73

serena, have been preserved up to a height of 2.2 meters.
74

the southeast and rests on an elevated platfonn.
access to the entry of the temple.

The front ofthe temple faces

Two ramps, each with four steps, gave

Remnants ofthe terracotta, outer layer decoration of

the roof, including antefixes,(see Figs. 3-15, 3-16) are preserved in the Archaeology
Museum of Fiesole. Most Etruscan temples were covered in bright ornamentation and
76

had a pitched roof forming pediments at each end.

68

Haynes 2000, p. 252.
Haynes 2000, p. 252.
70
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 10.
71
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 10.; Haynes 2000, p. 252.
72
Orlandini el al. 1990, p. 51. ; Soprintendenze 1998, p. 1073
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 51.; Marco 1997, p. 56.
7.1
Salvini 1991, p. 8. ; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 51.
7S
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 51.; Marco 1997, p. 56.
76
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 10.
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Figure 3-13. Plan of the temple in archaeology zone.
Source: Soprintendenza Archeologica della Toscana, 1998. L Antica Citta di Fiesole,
Florence, Italy, p. 16.

80

i- igurc 3-14. i-;truscan icmplc and detail of the stairway that led to the Etruscan temple.
Source; Orlandini. S. and A. Passigli. eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 50.

Figure 3-15. Fragment of the terracotta head of a bearded warrior, which can be
attributed to the decoration of the pediment of the temple. Found during a dig piior to
1954. From between the end of the third and the beginning of the second century B.C.
Museo Archeologico di Fiesole. Without inv.
Source: Orlandini. S. and A. PassiglL eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy,
p. 88.

81

I'imirc 3
5-16. Fragnionl of a palm-shaped halo framing a Gorgon antefix. Area of the
temple. From ilie Archaic age Museo Archeoiogico di Fiesole. Without inv.
Source: Orlandini. S. and A. Passigli. cds 1990. Fiesole Archeohgica. Milan, Italy.
p. 88.

The arrangement of this phase of the temple can

be dated back to beUveen the
77

During the Roman

beginning of the third and the middle of the second centuries B.C.
times, the temple ^^'as rebuilt after a fire destroyed it. This most likely occurred during
the first century B.C.^^ Though the temple was enlarged and the floor war raised, its
79

main design and orientation were kept.

With the exception of the southern wall, which

was further alienated, the new walls. which were made with larger stones, were situated
80

against the older walls.
A colossal stairway of seven steps, measuring approximately twenty-three meters
wide, graces the front of the Roman building

Twoplutei, architectural features used as
82

balustrades, lop the staircase. Other steps probably led to the floor level of the cella.
Further in front of the temple stand two altars(see Fig. 3-17). Made out ofpielra serena,

77
7H
7^
tiO

Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 51 Marco 1997. p. 56.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 10.; Romeo 1990, p. 16.
Salvini 1991. p. 7..; Ncnci 1995, p. 52.; Marco 1997. p. 57.
Nenci 1995. p. 52,
Orlandini et al. 1990. p. 52.
Orlandini et al. 1990. p. 52.: Marco 1997. p. 57.

82

one is a reproduction ofilie base oi'an Etruscan altar, while the other is a large altar from
the Republican age.

I'igLirc 3-1 7.

The two altars: in tlie foreground is the Roman altar and in the background,

before the steps of the temple, the Etruscan altar.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.

p.5l.

A terrace, held up by a wall in opus isodomum, is located to the left of the
84

temple.

Opus isodomum refers to a construction technique that calls for the use of
85

Bases of five

regular-shaped blocks positioned in horizontal rows of the same height,
86

pillars from the floor of a portico survive on the terrace,

The back of the rectangular

terrace opens to two doorsills, which are preceded by a curb in molding stone. The
87

borders of these two rooms are built of large, squared-off blocks of irregular shape.

Salvini 1991, p. 8.; Nenci 1995, p. 52.
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 52.
85
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 140.
8f>
Salvini 1991, p. 9.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 52.
8V
Orlandini el al- 1990, p. 52.
84

83

The lop of a wall is siill visible inside the rooms today. Remains of structures on the
right side of the temple suggest a similar plan to the left side,
Temples w ere at the center of the city’s religious life. Through the priest, faithful
w orshippers made their offerings, such as votive bronzes(see Fig. 3-18), to the deity.
The job of the priest w as to store these statuettes. If the temple became too full of
dedicated objects and space was needed to house more votive pieces,the priest would dig
a hole and bur>' them in the temple.^^ At this early sanctuary, bronze votive pieces
anatomical parts (see Fig. 3-19) indicate that the temple was dedicated to a healinj.
90

divinity, perhaps Menerva.

People would offer images of certain body parts, like arms

and legs, as gifts or reminders to the divinity of their requests to be cured.^’ This
sanctuary continued to be used during the Roman period. Supporting the idea of a cult of
Menerva/Minerva at this spot,a bronze statuette

of an owl (see Fig. 3-20), her sacred
92

bird, v/as found as a votive deposit in the third-century B.C. temple,
I'he main sanctuary of Fiesole is not the only area where votive bronze figurines
have been discovered. Forty-four ofthem,ca

sixth and late fifth-century B.C., were
? 93

Villa March!

found on the southern slope of Fiesole, on the grounds of Villa March!.
94

was the site of a small, rectangular, sacred building,

The statuettes consist both of

women in long, tightly fitting sleeved chitons and pointed headdresses, and of sf
95

youths (see Fig. 3-21).

Most of these figures stand with their arms raised by their sides,

holding pomegranates, flowers, and some round objects, which might be cakes or
88

Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 52.
Salvini 1991, p. 88. ; Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 52.
90
Haynes 2000, p. 252.; Rusconi 1931, p. 40.
91
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 10.; Rusconi 1931, p-40.
92
Haynes 2000, p. 252.
93
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.
94
Salvini 1991, p. 87.; Haynes 2000, p. 252.
95
Haynes 2000, p. 252.

89

84

96

cheeses. The \ oii\ c siauics might have been consecrated to an undenvorld divinity,
Because some rejects from smeltinti metal ore have been found with the statuettes, the
brcmzes were likely made on the spot.

3-1 8. Bronze
Figure 3

statuette depicting a figure bearing an offering. Area of the

Etruscan temple, cache of votive offerings

From the Archaic age. Museo Archeologico

di I'iesolc. Without inv.
Source; Orlandini. S. and A. Passigli, eds

1990. Fiesole Archeologico. Milan, Italy.

p. 90.

●n

t-'icsole Musei 2002
I laynes 2000. p. 252.
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Figure 3-1*-). Bron/c voii\ c staiucites: anatomic ex-

votos. Area of llie Etruscan temple,

cache of voii\ e offeriim. l-'rom Archaic age Museo Archeologico di Fiesole. Without
inv.
Source: Orlandini. S. and A. Passigli. eds

1990. Fiesole Archeologico. Milan, Italy.

p. 91 .

Figure 3-20. Bronze votive statuette in
m the form of an owl. Area of the Etruscan temple,
cache of votive offering . From the Ai-chaic age. Miisco Archeologico di Fiesole.
Without inv.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds

1990. Fiesole Archeologico. Milan. Italy.

p. 90.

86

Figure 3-21 . Youth from a group of votive statuettes. From Fiesole. Early fifth century
!3.C. Cast bron/.c. 1 ]. 1 5.5 cm. Oxford. Ashmolcan Museum 1977.235.
Source: 1 la\ nos. S. 2000. Etruseem Ciyili^cition. Los Angeles, p. 252.

Walls
Fiesole look on its urban appearance
98

by the circling walls of the area,

around the fourth centuiy B.C., as evidenced

The walls (see Figs. 3-22, 3-23, 3-24) are still visible

today, especially in the east, south and north. Along with other monumental buildings
99

like the temple, were constructed in the fourth century B.C.

They are constructed out

of piclra sevoia, which have been well squared-off and dry-walled. The part that is
100

The typical

buried with respect to the line of the surviving walls has been restored,
style of construction is pseudoisodomic, where blocks are placed on a horizontal plane in
101

a quadrangular fashion.

'fhe walls may have been built because of increasing pressure

Soprintenden/.e 1998, p. 5.; Marco 1997, p. 2.1.
Salvini 1991. p. 7.: Soprintendenze 1998, p. 5.
I nr)
Orlandini et al. 1990, p. 61.
Soprintendenze 1998. p. .S.

<■><)

87

of'ihc Ciall ic populations to ihc north. Additionally the walls could have served as an
, i02

obscr\ aiion point for their surrounding territory.

I'igurc .‘^-22. Stretch ofihc eastern walls at Sant'Apollinare.
Source: Orlaiulini. S. and/\. Passicli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 6.>.

Figure 2-23. Stretch of the southern walls at the entry to the Villa ‘ll Roseto.”
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy,
p. 64.
lo:

■ Annetta et al. 1 990. p. 87.: Marco 1997. p. 23.
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l- imirc .^-24. Stretch ol'tlic soutlii^rn walls at San Girolamo.
Source: ()rianJini. S. and A. Passigli. eds. 1990. fiesole Archeohgica. Milan, Italy.
p. 64.

fhc bcsl-prcscr\cd part of the \\ all is the northern part, which stretches 248
103

meters long and reaches 4.8 meters tall,

The western part, which contains a short
104

The eastern piece of

segment of the wall, is parallel to the principle axis of the town,
105

the wall is about 1 80 meters long and averages four meters high.

Additionally, the

large block stone set at the beginning of the Viuzza degli Angeli, near Villa Medici,
106

could have been part of the support of the city s southern access gate,
WO

fractions of the southern section are preserved. One is approximately sixteen

meters long and 1 .6 meters wide and is near the convent of San Girolamo (see Fig. 3-24),
107

while the other one is visible at the entrance to Villa II Roseto.

The first portion of the

wa II Is distinguished by the simultaneous presence of two building techniques, which
108

necessitate both well-squared, mid-sized rocks and larger, irregularly shaped blocks.
The other part of the southern wall is shorter. Around the convent of San Francesco,

10}
10.5
105
106
107
l'i8

Orlandini et al, 1990.
Annetta et al . I 990, p.
Orlandini et al, 1990,
Soprintendenze 1998,
Orlandini ct al . 1990.
Annetta ct al. 1990. p,

p. 63.; Marco 1997, p. 58.
27.; Marco 1997. p. 58.
p. 63.
p. .5.
p.63. ; Annetta el al. 1990, p. 28.; Marco 1997, p. 58.
28.

89

other remains of walls can be seen, which are partially built into the second part ofthe
li iQ

southern portion.

Fiesole During Hellenistic Times
Documentation from ancient sources concerning Fiesole is rare during the
no These mentions
Hellenistic period, from the end of the fourth to the first century B.C.
of the city arc confined to historical events, such as the Gallic invasions of approximately
Ill

225 B.C. and the Second Punic War in 217 B.C.

The Archeological evidence from

this era is considerable, however and it demonstrates that the city was already organized
● i.

c ’t

●

in terms ot its major leatures (see Fig.
112

terracing, and the necropolis.

These facets include the walls, the temple,
nicbc lawcia m^iu

It can be concluded that in addition to being located

along the important communication routes

between Etruria and the northern Po Valley,
113

Fiesole also achieved a substantial level of economic and social development.
As noted earlier, the outer walls were probably built in the late fourth to early
third century B.C. as a response to the danger ofthe Gallic invasions. Surrounding the
two hills of San Francesco and of Sant’Apollinare and the saddle that connects these two
1 14

hills, these walls spanned a length of around two and a half kilometers,
115

and arrangement of the terrain generated an irregular path foi the walls.

109

Annetta et al. 1990, p. 44.; Marco 1997, p. 58.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 5.; Annetta et al. 1990, p- 44.
III
Orlandini et ai. 1990, p..31.
1 12
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.31.
1 1 .1
Annetta et al. 1990, p. 27.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p.31.
I 14
Orlandini. et al. 1990, p.31.
I IS
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.31.
I 10
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Figure 3-25. Plan of Fiesolc during Hellenistic times
/ 4. acropolis / 5. walls / Black dot is museum.
Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesolc Archeologica. Milan, m.
p. 30.
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Imposing tcrrace-work. which formed part of the urban layout ofFiesole during
116

this time, has been discovered in various sections of the city,

Fractions of it can be

seen on the hill of San Francesco and in the zone between Via Marini and Via Portigiani,
117

where excavations have been carried out recently.
The temple is the most note\N orthy monument from this period. The visible ruins
come from a construction between the end ofthe fourth and the beginning ofthe third
centuries B.C.

1 IK

As mentioned earlier, the temple is located near the northern side ofthe
119

walls on a specially created landfill and corresponds to a pre-existing site of worship
The presence of ex-voto statuettes depicting body parts suggests, as we have seen,
the temple was dedicated to a health-giving divinity. Like other sacred buildings o
time period, the temple of Fiesole must have

had a lavish architectural decoration made
120

of terracotta with mythological portrayals and ornamental elements,
in addition to the main temple. Hellenistic Fiesole had other sites of worship as
well. The architectural fragments found in the fill-in of a cistern near Sant Alessandro,
on the site of the ancient necropolis, could have belonged to another temple. They are
121

made of ceramic material from the third or second centuries B.C.

Furthermore, the

only necropolis, which was mentioned earlier, excavated in Fiesole belongs to this era,
122

although it remained in use over a long span oftime.

116

Annelta et al. 1990, p. 44.
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.34.
118
Salvini 1991, p. 7.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p-34.
119
Haynes 2000, p. 252.
120
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.34.
121
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.35.
122
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.34.

117

92

Material found during the explorations of the territory around Fiesole indicate that
123

the territory \s as populated, but not heavily so, during the Hellenistic times,

The

artifacts found arc still too incomplete and disconnected to define the characteristics of
the territorv during this time. A few bronze votive statuettes have been found in the area
124

around Baccano. Castel di Poggio. Le Caldine, Monte Giovi and Monte Saletta.

These

pieces might suggest the existence of small places of worship during the Hellenistic
times.
ceramics or
Other finds displayed in the Museo Archeologico di Fiesole, in
metal, were probably found in tombs and are generically from Fiesole. The tombs date
between the end of the sev enth and the beginning of the second centuries B.C. For
example, parts of urns and fragments of scenes decorating them were found on the
125

The urns

necropolis of Via del Bargellino and date back to the second century B.C.
were made of pietra serena and had ornamentation in relief a procession, of which only a
horn-player survives(see Fig. 3-11). Additionally three hemispherical funerary cippU ca
middle of the sixth and beginning of the fifth centuries B.C., were discovered in 1923
126 xhese items are evidence ofthe existence of
during excavations of Villa Papiniano.
tombs of various periods.

127

123

Salvini 1991, p. 88.
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.43.
125
Orlandini et al. 1990. p.85.
126
Orlandini et al. 1990. p.85.
127
Orlandini el al. 1990. p.43.

124

93

Fiesalc Durin<^ Rofijun Times
Se\ cral historical sources mention Roman Fiesole and show the important role
128

that the cit\ had obtained.

The first mention of Fiesole is from two passages, one

which tells of the travels ofGalli (Polybius,5/or/e, II, 25)in 225 B.C. and one which
describes the maps of Hannibal, against whom Fiesole was allied with Rome(Polybius
129

111. 82: Li\ \. Ah urhe condita. XXll. 3).

Fiesole participated in the social wars against

Rome from 91 -90 B.C. and emerged defeated and devastated (Florus,Epitoma, III,
18).

1 30

■fhe cit>’ also supported Marius against Sulla, who transformed it into a Roman
132

colony in 80 B .C.*'’’ (Cicero, In Catilincjin, II, 9).

Another historical event in which

Fiesole took part was the unsuccessful revolt, led by Catiline, in 63 B.C. against Rome
133

(Sallustius. De Coniiiraiione Catilinaei^ 24).

Fiesole is also remembered by the

directory of colonies by Pliny {Naturalis Historia III,8), and by tlie second-century A.D.
134

Greek geographer Tolomeus by the word Phaisotilai (111,1,43).
Historical events, such as those mentioned above, influenced the urban layout of
the city (sec Fig. 3-26). For example, tire Etruscan temple structure was destroyed by fire
around 90 B .C. The temple was soon rebuilt in a more monumental form and had both
135

rooms and a lateral portico added to it.

By th e middle of the first century B.C., Fiesole
136

took on the typical appearance of a Roman city.

I 28
I 29
130
13 1
1 32
133
1 34
135
I 30

Orlandini et al. 1990, P-.37.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 13.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 13.
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.37.; Edoardo 1900, lines 1038-40.
Soprintendenze 1998 , p. 4.; Edoardo 1900, line 1005.; Romeo 1990, p. 26.; Rusconi 1931, p. 20.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 4.; Pecchioni 1979, p. 13,4.
Salvini 1991, p. 7.
Annetta ct al. 1990, p. 33.; Fuchs 1986, p. 7.; Rusconi 1931, p. 18.
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Figure 3-26. Plan of Fiesole during Roman times: 1. cistern/2. baths/3. theater/

4

(
4. temple / 5. capitolium (perhaps)/ 6. forum / 7. temple / Black dot is museum.
i

Source: Orlandini, S. and A. Passigli, eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy,
p. 36.
I
I

95

L

As in most Roman cities, ihe civic and political center was the forum. InFiesole,
the forum was set on the modern site of Piazza Mino di Fiesole, which is located in the
137

natural saddle between the hills of San Francesco and Sant’Apollinare.

The area to the

noiih of the forum, w hich was set against the northern walls, was extensively
!W

restructured.

Dtiring the age of.Augustus, construction began on the theater (see Fig.

3-27).

!;

Figure 3-27. General view' of the Roman theater.
Source: Orlandini. S. and A. Passigli,eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 39.

fhe monumental layout of the area during Roman times is also documented by
other structures. I'or example, evidence for the existence of a portico behind the scaena

Iu
I '8

Salvini 1 901. p. 88.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p.37.
Orlandini et al, 1990, p.37.

96

I?9

The portico was a covered walk\vay

froth'< t>rihc theater suegesis a Roman design,

made of sandstone and w ilh lined with columns. .Additionally, the construction of a large
bath (see 1 ig. 3-28). ot’whieh mins lay near the eastern boundaiy'of the Archeological
140

zone, look place during the imperial period of Rome.

Figure 3-28. (jcneral view of the baths.
Source; Orlandini. S. and A. Passigli. eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologica. Milan, Italy.
p. 40.

1-Lirlhcrmorc. the water-supply system is among the public structures completed
during the Roman limes, This SN'Siem consisted of an aqueduct, which brought water
from the springs of Monlereggi.'*^' Several portions of the aqueduct have been found
along what is now currently Via dei Bosconi.'"' And a large cistern, carved out of the
rock, now named I'onte Sotterra. has been discovered neat Borgunto. It has a rectangulai
143

plan, and measures twenty-eight by ten meters.

I

(J)rlandini et al.
Salvini 1 995. p
14 1
Orlandini el al.
142
Orlandini cl al.
14i
Orlandini el al.

140

1990. p.39.
57.
1990. p.39.; Romeo 1990. p. 210.
1990. p.41 .
1990, p.41 .
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No moniimcnial remains have been found that reliably date back to the middle or
late imperial age of Rome, but the uninterrupted prospering of Fiesole is evident. This
continuous tlc'iLirishirm is exhibited not only by the restructuring, which the pre-existing
buildings underwent, but also by the discovery of sculptural, epigraphic, and ceramic
materials.

144

Tw o statues of Isis and Osiris (Fig. 3-29) date back to the age of Hadrian, mid145

second centur\ .\.l).. and are evidence of a temple of Isis.

The marble base ofthe
146

statue ol'Osiris remains and displa\ s a carved inscription into the forward side,

The

statue of I sis lacks her head. She holds wheat in her right hand,and a small funerary vase
147

rests on her knee.

.An inscription is carved on the front of the base ofthe statue. Both

inscriptions indicate that the statues were dedications of the Fiesole man, Gargennius
148

Maximus, in the name of his brother, Gargennius Macrino.

The statues are datable

because ol'their Oriental style and were unearthed between the church of
149

Sant’Alessandro and the Seminary, where a temple of Isis most likely existed.

144

Salvini 1995, p. 57.
Orlandini et al. 1 990, p.4 1.; Salvini 1995, p. 57.
146
Orlandini et al. 1990. p.40.
147
Orlandini et al. 1990. p.40.
148
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.40.
1 4S»
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.40.; Rusconi 1931, p. 37.

145

98

I- igurc 3-29. ()n the Icli. a marble base with remains of the lower portion of a statue of
Osiris. On the right, a statue of Isis. From the second or third century A.D. Found
between the church of SantWlessandro and the Seminary. Museo Archeologico di
Ficsole. ln\’. 20-2 1 .
Source: Orlandini. S. and A. Passiali. eds. 1990. Fiesole Archeologico. Milan, Italy.
p. 40-1.

I’hea/er
150

It (see Fig. 3-

Fhc theater oeeupies the eentral area in the Archeological zone.

30) was entirely built during the last quarter of the tirst century B.C. with pietra serena
stones,

152

151

This work was most likely finished during the age of Claudius.
153

takes advantage of the natural slope by partly being dug out of the lock.

The theater

Among the

artifacts from the excavation of the theater were fragments of statues from the age of

I 50

Soprintemlcn/.e 1998, p. 18.
Salvini 1991. p. 7 ; I’ecchioni 1979. p.
Fuchs 1986, p. 39.
I 52
Annclla ct :il. 1990. p. .34.; Orlandini et ai. 1990, p.37.; Fuchs 1986. p. 39.
I 1
Orlandini et al. 1990. p.37.

I 5I

99

emperor. C lauJius as well as marble slabs with decorations in relief, which might have
coN'cred the wall ot'ihc stage building.^''*

'*0
I.

1- igurc 3-30. Plan of the theater; \.caveal2. passageway / 3. fribwiolia! 4. orchestra
/ 5. paicoseeni(^ / 6. pulpitumll. scaena I

machinery space / 9. portico.

Source: Soprintendenza Arehcoiogica della Toscana, \99^. L'Aniica Citta di Fiesole,
Morcnce, Italy, p. 2 1 .

155

The plan is ot' the Roman style, which somewhat resembles Greek theater style,
riic theater is not to be confused with an amphitheater, which had a cential enclosed
arena. Because an amphitheater hosted gladiators

l5-»

Otiandini et al. 1990. p.o7.; l uclis 1986. p. .“^S.
Soprintenden/e 1998. p. 18.
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and animals, it w^as erected outside of

the cit\’ walls lor protection.'"" The theater, however, was built inside the city walls.
157

People watched comedic or tragic representations of plays in theaters,
rhe cuvea ( 1 )of the theater measures thiru -four meters in diameter and could
15S

hold up to three thousand spectators,

The cen'ea is a system of steps and is where the

majority of the spectators w ould sit.

It is dug into the side ofthe hill, like most Greek
160

theaters, in its central part and is set upon stonework foundations at its sides.

The
161

cavea was separated into four sections, or cunei, by stairways and has seventeen steps,
The cavea w as e.xcavi.ted and partly restored in 1877. so only a fraction of what is visible
1(0

today is original.
Tight entryw'a> s. piarts
. of w hich still remain today, led from the exterior to the
163

The

covered semicircular passageway (2). This passageway led to the cavea.
164

tribunalia (3) were located on the sides of the steps

and were places for reserved

seating and were set above the entry w'alkw'ays leading to the orchesti'a (4). The
ic floors. And marble slabs with relief
orchestra had seats covered in marble and mosaic
embellishment adorned the pulpitwn.
I(>6

belonged to the authorities.
would receive the actors.

The orchestra had four orders of seats, which

The stage (5), or proscaeniwn, faces the orchestra and
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The proscaeniwn

156

was rectangular in shape and was

Soprintendenze 1998, p. 18.; Rusconi 1931, p. 25.
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 18.
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Salvianti 1995, p. 27.
159
Soprintendenze 1998, p. 19.
160
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.55.
161
Orlandini et al. 1990, p.55.; Marco 1997, p. 56.
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Soprintendenze 1998, p. 18.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p.55.; Fuchs 1986, p. 14.
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Marino 1995, p. 55.; Orlandini et al. 1990, p.55.
164
Marino 1995, p. 58.
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Orlandini et al. 1990, p.59.; Fuchs 1986, p. 25.; Rusconi 1931, p. 36.
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Orlandini et al. 1990, p.55.; Romeo 1990, p. 206.
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Soprintendenze 1998, p. 18.
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168

supported by a small uall. with niches, of 1.2 meters in height and the

(6).

The central position of the putpinim amongst the niches is characteristic offirst-centuiy
B.C. theaters.

I

Behind the stage was the base of the scaena(7), which had its front broken up
r.t

into niches and pillars.

171

The scaem is characteristic of Roman, not Greek,theaters.

To the left of the stage, a small space dug into the rock(8)held the machinery used to lift
a curtain, w hich w as kept in a deep channel behind thepulpitum and is now covered by
172

earth. = As mentioned aboNe. the por,ico(% of which the bases of pillars survive, was
located behind the scaena. A passageway made it possible to go from the cavea to the
174
173

portico.

Passagew ays for the entrance and exit ofthe public were called vomitoria.

Evidence of Roman public buildings-a theater, baths, and a cistern - attests to the use of
architecture as an expression of Roman civil life.

168

Orlandini el al. 1990, p.55.; Fuchs 1986, p. 23.
Marino 1995, p. 57.
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Soprintendenze 1998, p. 18.
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Soprintendenze 1998, p. 18.
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Orlandini et al. 1990, p.59.
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Orlandini et al. 1990, p.59.
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Soprintendenze 1998, p. 19.; Romeo 1990. p. 206.
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CONCLUSION
1-rom this study of the Etruscans, their predecessors, and their followers, it is
evident that their histor> definitely marks the town of Fiesole. People settled in Fiesole
as early as ilie second millennium B.C. probably because of its location. The hilltop
establishment of Fiesole allowed for control of traffic on the Amo River and for a natural
defense from the plain below. The Villanovan village, ca 900 to 720 B.C., gave rise to
the Etruscan town, w hose inhabitants retained a similar culture and lifestyle. Both the
egalitarian view of w omen and men and the use of grave markers in funerary practices
exemplify the similarities between these twn peoples and the effect ofthe Villanovans on
the Etruscans.
From such still visible remains as their temple and their walls, the Etruscan effect
on Fiesole is immense and lasting. In fact, the Byzantine historian, Procopio recounts
that during a 539 A.D. siege by the Byzantines

on the Gothic citadel located at Fiesole,

the Byzantine troops had great difficulty and were
walls because they could not gain access to

not able to attack or even approach the

the fortress from any direction.

The

continuation of Etruscan culture is demonstrable in Roman civilization,just as
Etruscans themselves did not disappear but continued as contributing members of Roman
society. F or example, the Romans did not change much the layout of the Fiesole when
. For instance, the Romans kept
they transformed it from an Etruscan city to a Roman one
the position and plan of the Etruscan temple. They only enlarged it.

Marco 1997, p. 59.
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Ihough tlic Romans used a great deal ofthe Etruscan version of Fiesole,they
added clemcnls in order to turn Fiesole into a t> pical Roman city. The model a Roman
city can be seen in the Roman remnants of Fiesole such as the theater. Also,the forum of
the Roman l iesole. which was the center of business in the town, is under the modem
main piazza of Fiesole. Fiesole still bears the mark of being a Roman place.
Alonu w iih the siorv of Fiesole being depicted by a study of its past amidst its
present condition, the story of Italy is told as well. The shifts in civilizations from
Villanovan to F.lruscan and from Etruscan to Roman were true not only for Fiesole, but
for most ol'central Italy. Each town or city has its own story to tell ofthis transition and
still displays its ow n record of change. It is important to listen to these stories to learn
about the history of Fuscany.
Along with the name, Tuscany, w^hich designates central Italy and is derived from
the word FUruscan, the Etruscans have left their mark in other ways on mode

y

y

For example, the Southeast Building at Poggio Civitate, contains a clay tiled
clay tiles protect the roof from w^eathering.2 As noted earlier, the Etruscan also used
clay, often in the form of terracotta antefixes, to

adorn and protect their buildings,

Examples of these defensive decorations on a temple can be seen in the Archaeology
Museum of Fiesole. Another instance of Etruscan effect on modem Italy is the crozier,
which is a rod of power carried by bishops and by the pope as bishop of Rome.^ The
staff has a curved end on it that looks a great deal like the lituiis, or wand of an Etruscan
priest."^

^ De Grummond 1996, p. 345.
^ De Grummond 1996, p. 361.
" De Cjrummond 1996, p. 361.
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Ihosc are onl> a few of the many examples ofthe enduring effect ofthe Etruscans
it Ilalv. Just as in medicine, an intimate knowledge ofthe past is essential for the
irealmcnl ofilic tuiure. .-\ close look at the Etruscan civilization and culture and at
exisliim tow ns w here they once lived yields a deeper understanding about the times past
A know ledge of the pa.st aids in the comprehension ofelements in the present.
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